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EC13471-1258 is an eclipsing binary star system. It is composed of a hydrogen-rich DA white dwarf, 
(WD), and a dMe red dwarf, (RD). With an orbital period of3h 37m, the system is located at a distance 
of 48 ± 5 parsecs. 
Having a surface gravity field with log g = 8.34, the WD is on the cool side for its class, with a Teff of 
14220° ± 300° K and a mass and radius of 0.78 ± 0.04 Me and 0.011 ± 0.01 Re ' respectively. 
The RD is of spectral type M3.5. It shows chromo spheric activity and flaring events which are 
characteristic of this type of star. With a surface temperature, Teff, of 3100
0 ± 75° K and a radius of 
0.42 ± 0.02 Re , the star is less than half the mass of our Sun, at 0.43 ± 0.04 Me. 
At 400 ± 100km/sec, the rapid rotation of the WD shows that it is spun up, presumably from accretion 
during its past. Although there is no observable disc structure, its rapid rotation implies that there was 
once a viscous disc supported by the transfer of matter from the RD. The system, therefore, can 
conceivably be considered to be a cataclysmic variable for which mass-transfer has either ceased or 
reduced to a trickle. 
The separation distance between the WD and the RD is ~ 106 km. At only 2/i times the distance 
between Earth and Moon and with a size of half the radius of our Sun, from the perspective of the 
hemisphere of the WD facing the RD, the RD would occupy most of the 'sky'. With mass ejections, 
occasional flaring observed, a stellar wind and other chromo spheric activity, the region of the WD 
Roche lobe is filled with matter injected by the RD, adding an element of randomness or variability to 
the emission patterns. This is supported by observation. 
New spectroscopic observations have yielded trailed spectral emission plots in H a with greater detail. 
These confirm the chromospheric activity of the RD and further indicate the presence of emission within 
the WD Roche lobe region. The semi-amplitude of the observed emission motion has been found to be 
< 300km/sec. 
There is further evidence provided for the existence of intervening gas within the WD Roche lobe 
region. This could be responsible for the obscuration or reduction of emission intensity levels, and 
could account for the lack of corroborating evidence for observed emission from multiple orbital phase 
angles. 
A model of the mass-transfer stream in the absence of a disk shows that there are a number of areas 
within the WD Roche lobe where mass-transfer in the trajectory path would intersect itself. This is 
where one would expect collision and associated emission and the search for signs of this emission is the 
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Binary star systems represent a large and diverse class of astronomical objects. These star 
systems are found in many combinations and evolutionary stages. 
Most binaries revolve in wide orbits, with little or no interaction between the stars. As 
one moves to shorter orbital periods binary systems can interact via tidal forces and other 
effects such as angular momentum/mass exchange, irradiation or stellar winds. 
In the closest binaries, the stars begin to fill their Roche lobes (section 1.1), allowing for 
the direct exchange of matter through Roche lobe overflow. Ifboth stars fill their Roche 
lobes they share a common envelope but if only one of the stars fills its Roche lobe then 
mass-transfer can proceed from donor to recipient and this type of binary system is 
termed 'semi-detached'. 
Subclasses of semi-detached binary star systems range in type depending on the nature of 
the compact object: From white dwarfs to neutron star systems to black holes such as in 
"micro-quasars" . 
In this study we look at a binary closely related to the subclass of semi-detached binary 
star systems comprising a white dwarf (WD) and a late type red dwarf (RD). This type of 
system is called a cataclysmic variable (CV) star. 
The standard model for the formation and evolution of CV s was devised some decades 
ago (see Warner 1995; Rappaport et al. 1983; King 1988; Spruit & Ritter 1983) and is 
briefly described in the first chapter. Although not the focus of this thesis, more recent 
modifications to the Standard Model have been suggested (Sills et al. 2000; Pinsonneault 
et al. 2002; Schenker & King 2002; Andronov et al. 2003; Taam et al. 2003) in an 
attempt to address some of the inconsistencies between the predictions of the standard 
model and observation. These include the discrepancy between the calculated and the 
observed minimum orbital period, (see sec. 1.4), the prediction of a higher than observed 
population density of CV systems at the orbital minimum and the distribution of orbital 
periods (Kolb & Biraffe 1999), angular momentum loss rates (Andronov et al. 2003), as 
well as estimates of binary ages (Schenker & King 2002). 
In this investigation we study a binary named EC 13471-1258. The first study of the 
system (O'Donoghue et al. 2003) showed it to be a hydrogen-rich DA WD and a dM RD 
eclipsing binary. A very small amount of mass transfer into the Roche lobe of the WD 
seemed to be occurring. The amount was so small as to be difficult to detect. This is in 
contrast to the situation in more typical cataclysmic variables where the accretion light 
swamps that of the component stars. The system thus offers the potential to study in 
unusual detail a binary very closely related to cataclysmic variables. 
We further investigate the nature of the mass-transfer by studying the velocity 
components of the H a Doppler shifted emission line as a tracer. We then model the 











General Characteristics of a Cataclysmic Variable Star 
System 
Cataclysmic variable stars generally comprise a WD and some type of late K or M dwarf, 
the RD. These are interacting binaries in that tidal forces playa significant role in the 
evolution and stability of the system, and, generally there is mass transfer taking place 
directly between the two stars. These systems have a short binary orbital period ranging 
from just over an hour to as much as twelve hours, for the longest binary systems (Hellier 
2001, sec. 4.3.1). 
CVs are classified based on their observational characteristics (Warner 1995, sec. 2.1), 
and include Classical Nova (CN), Dwarf Nova (DN), Recurrent Nova (RN), and Nova-
like (NL) sub-types, although there is considerable overlap. Strong Magnetic CVs are 
mostly NL type but are classified according to the strength of the magnetic field of the 
primary, the more massive star of the pair. The strength of the field has a critical effect 
on disc formation and accretion flow. Polars have the strongest fields and Intermediate 
Polars (lP) show intermediate strength fields with characteristics common to both polars 
and non-magnetic CV s. 
1.1 The Pre-Cataclysmic Evolution of Binaries 
CV s begin as wide binaries separated by a few hundred solar radii (Hellier 200 1, sec. 
4.1). The more massive star, which is destined to become the WD, evolves faster than 
the other star of the binary pair. On an evolutionary timescale, the star leaves the main 
sequence and becomes a red giant. 
As the red giant is more massive and evolves on a faster time scale, it expands and fills 
its 'Roche lobe'. The Roche lobe is a region around the secondary (or primary) whose 
limit is defined by a contour around the star which represents an equipotential 
gravitational surface (see Figure 1, p.l0). Any matter with enough momentum to cross 
this surface will no longer be gravitationally bound by the secondary (or primary) and can 
therefore cross over to the other star ( Hellier 200 1, sec. 2.3) or be ejected into space. 
Mass transfer begins with a ratio of masses (q=MI/M2) greater than 1 where the more 
massive star, the red giant, is MI. This has important implications in the response of the 
binary to mass transfer described below. As matter is transferred the Roche lobe begins 
to shrink. 
The binary response to mass transfer results in the reduction of the red giant's Roche lobe 
size as well as the orbital period. In addition, as the red giant is initially closer to the 
centre-of-mass of the system material transferred to the less massive companion star 










momentum of the material being transferred. Conserving the overall binary angular 
momentum requires a decrease in the angular momentum of the binary and the binary 
separation, which further decreases the size of the red giant's Roche lobe (Hellier 200 1, 
sec. 4.1). 
The orbital period is, therefore, reduced through the two mechanisms, donor mass loss 
and binary angular momentum loss. In addition, mass transfer also reduces the Roche 
lobe size. There is, though, no reduction in the radius, as the radius of a giant does not 
depend on its total mass, only its degenerate core (Ritter 1976). These combined effects 
then cause the Roche lobe to overflow, resulting in a feedback loop which produces a 
runaway situation as the whole envelope of the red giant is transferred onto its companion 
star, at a rate which is limited only by the speed at which the material can flow. 
The companion star is unable to adjust to the arriving mass. Thus as the material fills and 
overflows the Roche lobe of the primary it grows forming an extended cloud surrounding 
the two stars. This is the "common envelope" or CE phase in which the pre-cataclysmic 
variable is effectively orbiting within a red giant envelope. As the binary system is now 
orbiting within a common envelope of material, the interaction generates viscosity 
producing a drag on its motion. This drag drains the orbital energy causing the two stars 
to spiral inwards towards each other reducing their orbital separation and causing heat 
within the envelope. When this energy exceeds the binding energy, the envelope is 
ejected and propelled outwards into interstellar space, forming a planetary nebula 
(Warner 1995, sec. 9.2.1.3). 
The binary that emerges as a result of this event is a main sequence secondary, M2, and a 
hot sub-dwarf primary, Ml (Hellier 2001, sec. 4.1). 
1.1.1 Evolution into Contact 
The system is gravitationally bound, but there is no mass transfer at first as the separation 
is still too large for such interaction. For cataclysmic variable star systems to be 
observable there has to be some means of orbital angular momentum loss to reduce the 
orbital period thereby maintaining mass transfer from the RD to the WD. 
Reduction of the orbital period is now governed either by gravitational radiation 
generated through the orbital cycle, over a timescale of 109-10 years, or through "magnetic 
braking" (Weber & Davis 1967), coupling the field to ionized particles from a stellar 
wind, over a timescale of 107 to 108 years, for typical systems. 
Gravitational Radiation arises from the orbital motion of a binary star which produces a 
ripple or warping of space, according to General Relativity. This rippling moves radially 
outwards in the form of a periodic wave (Hellier 200 1, sec. 4.2.1). The energy for this 
'gravitational radiation' comes at the expense of the binary orbit causing the two stars to 
move closer to each other. 










a star couple with the stellar wind or ionized plasma forcing the particles to co-rotate with 
it. As the particles move off into interstellar space they are accelerated to high speeds 
from the rotation of the star and the extended magnetic field lines, taking with them 
substantial angular momentum. This causes a drag on the spin rotation of the star thereby 
reducing its rotational velocity. Yet, as the secondary is tidally locked to the primary, as 
described below, the angular momentum loss is at the expense of the binary orbit. 
When the two stars become close enough for tidal forces to have effect, the strong 
gravitational field of the primary acts to distort the shape of the secondary by raising a 
bulge. This bulge would point to the WD but as the secondary rotates its envelope passes 
through this bulge. Vicious interaction then causes the tidal bulge to be either lagging or 
leading depending on whether the period of rotation of the secondary is greater or less 
than the orbital period. In this manner, the bulge synchronizes the rotation of the 
secondary with the binary orbit (Zahn 1966; Hut 1981; Warner 1995, sec. 9.1.3). 
The small binary separation thus ensures that the secondary is tidally locked to the 
primary so that the secondary faces the primary throughout the orbital period. Tidal 
locking further ensures that its spin period is equal to the orbital period. The timescale 
for synchronous rotation, which depends on the viscosity in the envelope (Warner 1995, 
sec. 9.1.3), is short compared to the lifetime of a CV. 
Above an orbital period of 3 hr the angular momentum loss rate is governed by magnetic 
braking, (10-9 - 10-8 Me / yr), while periods less than 2 hr, the angular momentum loss 
rate is generated mainly from gravitational radiation (10- 10 Me / yr for a 2 hour orbital 
period), as a result of the higher orbital velocities required to maintain the shorter orbital 
periods. (Hellier 2001 sec 4.3.2) 
As the stars move even closer to one another the larger, the less dense star distorts even 
further from its spherical geometry due to the strong gravitational pull from the primary. 
If this attraction towards the primary is greater than its own binding force, material will 
be transferred between the two stars. The critical point where this happens is at the apex 
of the Roche lobes, called the Inner Lagrangian Point, L I . This lies at the contact point of 
the Roche lobes of the two stars and is the path by which material is transferred between 










Figure 1 - Contours of equi-potential surfaces of gravity drawn for a binary 
system (Adoptedfrom Hellier 2001 p. 20). 
The inner Lagrangian point, (Ll), constitutes a region of zero effective gravity, allowing 
thermal motions to carry the gas from the outer envelope of the secondary star across Ll 
towards the gravitational potential well of the WD. 
1.1.2 Stable Mass Transfer 
For stable long-lived mass transfer, the secondary star, labeled M2, must fill its Roche 
lobe, either through reduction of the orbital period from gravitational radiation, magnetic 
braking, or through the star expanding into its Roche lobe in the course of its 
evolutionary development (King 1988; e.g. Frank, King & Raine 1992, p.46). It is 
generally believed that magnetic braking (Porb > 3
h) and gravitational radiation (Porb < 2h) 
are responsible for the mass transfer in the majority of CV s. 
1.2 The Mass Transfer Stream 
Generally speaking, the composition of the transferred mass includes a large amount of 
hydrogen from the chromosphere of the RD star. Should the chromosphere of the RD fill 
its Roche Lobe, mass-transfer will ensue through the Ll, Lagrangian point, down the 
potential well to the vicinity of the WD. The mass will have a radial sound speed, from 
chromo spheric pressure, of about 10lan/sec through Ll and rotational velocity due to the 











Figure 2 - Plane view of the trajectory of a gas stream emanating from the secondary 
star (left). The dotted ring forms the circularization radius. 
(Adoptedfrom e.g. Hellier 2001) 
The stream then follows a trajectory determined by the Injection velocity and 
gravitational attraction of the primary star. It sweeps past a radius of closest approach, 
(Rmin), with respect to the WD, looping around to cross its earlier path (Lubow & Shu 
1975). See Fig. 2. 
A continuous stream following this orbit will therefore intersect itself causing collision 
and loss of energy. On the other hand, if the stream has had no interaction along its 
trajectory path, it will maintain the angular momentum it had on leaving the L1 point and 
it will tend to settle into the orbit of lowest energy for a given angular momentum, i.e. a 
circular orbit (Hellier 2001, sec. 2.4). 
The stream will therefore settle in an orbit at a radius conserving its initial angular 
momentum at the L1 point, called the circularization radius, (Rcirc), (Hellier 2001, sec. 
2.4). The physical radius of the orbit at Rcirc is determined by the angular momentum that 
the material had on leaving the L] region. 
1.3 The Formation of an Accretion Disc 
An accretion disc begins to form from an accumulation of matter at the circularization 
radius of the primary. The circularization radius is usually 2-3 times smaller than the 
Roche lobe radius of the primary star (Frank, King & Raine 1992, p.56). The stream of 
material, therefore, orbits the primary well inside its Roche lobe. 
If the radius of the primary star, R], extends beyond the circularization radius (i.e. if R] > 
RcirJ, matter will accrete directly onto the primary's surface. However, for CVs with a 
WD, R] « Rein', and the formation of a disc can proceed given a continuous stream of 
mass-transfer material. 










primary star will orbit faster (Kepler's law) causing friction as they slide past material 
further out radially (Frank, King & Raine 1992, p.57). 
The matter responds to this loss of energy by moving to orbits of smaller radius, or 
deeper into the gravitational potential of the primary star thereby losing angular 
momentum. As the inner matter spreads the loss of angular momentum is balanced by a 
corresponding outward spreading of matter. The mechanism which describes this 
process, the Balbus-Hawley instability (Hawley et al. 1998), considers matter in 
differential rotation as being attached to magnetic field lines. The rotation stretches the 
field lines slowing the inner matter and reducing its angular momentum while speeding 
up the outer matter thereby increasing its angular momentum. This causes the matter to 
move outwards to larger radius until it detaches from the field line and settles at a higher 
angular momentum state. The net effect is to cause the ring to spread out into a thin disc. 
This process continues spreading the matter until the inner edge meets the WD surface. 
The matter then accretes onto the surface of the WD and this could lead to either a spin-
up or spin-down change to the rotation of the compact star (Wang 1987). 
At the outer edge of the disc there are tidal interactions with the secondary star causing 
the matter and its angular momentum to become assimilated into the orbit of the 
secondary. This limits the outward spread of the disc (Hellier 200 1. sec. 2.4). 
Material will continue to flow inwards towards the WD as long as there is angular 
momentum loss from the disc or if the primary star rotates slowly enough to allow inflow 
of material instead of expelling it centrifugally (Frank, King & Raine 1992, p.57). 
In the case of a magnetized primary, this inner radius of the disk is where the ram 
pressure of the in-falling gas balances the magneto spheres , pressure. This defines the 
magnetospheric radius of the WD, Rmag. If the radius of the magnetosphere, Rmag, 
extends beyond the circularization radius, Rcirc, the inner disk annulus will be prevented 
from forming there and direct impact onto the surface will be limited to matter which can 
pass through the magnetic net or matter which couples to the magnetic field lines for 
subsequent accretion on the poles of the WD. 
1.3.1 The Bright Spot 
When a disc has been formed, the stream of material passing through the LJ point from 
the secondary star impacts upon the outer edge of the disc, forming a "bright spot", 
(Figure 3). At this spot the stream of material, falling radially towards the WD, 
encounters material moving almost perpendicular to its circular path in orbit around the 
WD. 
Although the stream is slightly wider than the disc edge the dense core of the stream 
impacts with the disc and is gradually assimilated into the circular flow (Hellier 200 1, 
sec. 2.4.2). Some of the material flows over the disc continuing onto the original 










Figure 3 - Schematic view of a cataclysmic variable star system as viewed from the pole 
of the orbit (Adoptedfrom e.g. Warner 1995). 
In some CVs the bright spot emits as much as 30% of the total optical emission of the 
system. This can be observed directly. Known as orbital "humps", these are caused by 
the additional emission seen when the bright spot is on the side facing the observer where 
it is not obscured by a disc or other structures within the Roche lobe (Hellier 2001, sec. 
2.4.2). 
1.4 The Orbital Period 
The Minimum Orbital Period - The Standard Model of CV evolution predicts binary 
systems with orbital periods as low as 65-70 min (Kolb & Baraffe 1999). Although, 
there is a minimum observed orbital period for CV s at ~ 78 min (Hellier 2001, sec. 4.3.3) 
there are exceptions (Augusteijn et a1.l996, U emura 2004). 
At this minimum period, the red dwarf, the secondary, has expelled or transferred much 
of its mass to the WD primary to such an extent that it ceases to bum hydrogen. The 
secondary moves out of equilibrium and the attractive gravitational forces overcome the 
outward radiation pressure causing the star to contract to such an extent as to become 
degenerate, a state of matter where atoms are no longer supported by pressure but by the 
quantum mechanical requirement limiting the spacing between atoms (Hellier 2001, sec. 
4.3.3). The degenerate secondary would show the characteristics of a hydrogen rich low 
mass WD (Warner 1995, sec. 9.3.2) whose mass-radius relation would be of the 
following form; 
5 I 
R 2 == 8.96 x 10 8 (I + X )3 M 2 -3 cm (1) 
where X is the hydrogen fraction, R2 is the radius of the secondary and M2 is the mass of 










Equation (1) shows the inverse relationship between the radius of the star, R2, and its 
degenerate mass, M2 . Any additional mass loss causes the star to expand. The expansion 
of the radius in this degenerate secondary from mass loss has the effect of increasing the 
orbital period which further increases the extent of its Roche lobe. 
Transfer of mass from the degenerate secondary will also increase the Roche lobe, RL,2, 
as well as the separation between the two stars, a. 
All these combined effects support an overall increase in the orbital period and the 
system evolves towards longer periods. Eventually, the Roche lobe detaches from the 
secondary star, causing mass transfer to decline sharply and the star system becomes 
inconspicuous and therefore rarely found in surveys (Hellier 2001, sec. 4.3.3). 
Orbital periods in excess of twelve hours are not common for cataclysmic variable star 
systems (Hellier 2001, sec. 4.3.1) due to the necessity that the RD secondary be less 
massive than the WD so as to avoid runaway mass-transfer as described in section 1.1. 
1.4.1 The Period Gap 
There are a much smaller number of non-magnetic binary systems with orbital periods 
between 2 and 3 hours (called the "period gap") compared to the number found with 
either longer or shorter orbital periods. It has been postulated (Warner 1995, sec. 9.3.3) 
that this could be a result of the disruption of the magnetic braking mechanism caused by 
a temporary loss of equilibrium in the companion star. Possible causes are "disrupted 
braking" and "cyclic evolution". 
Disrupted Braking proposes that the loss of the chromosphere of the secondary due to 
mass transfer can eventually cause the inner core to respond by changing its internal 
structure from a deeply convective envelope to total convection through the sudden 
mixing of He throughout the secondary, thereby causing a rearrangement of the internal 
magnetic field (Robinson et. al. (1981). The result is a lowered stellar wind and hence 
reduced magnetic braking. This restructuring also causes the star to contract as well 
causing the mass-transfer stream to cease. This will persist until equilibrium is 
established and the secondary comes in contact with its Roche lobe, at around the 2 hour 
orbital period. Mass transfer then starts once again, at a lower level, and is maintained 
through gravitational radiation and reduced magnetic braking (Warner 1995, sec. 9.3.3). 
Alternatively, it has been shown (Livio and Shara 1987) that the period gap can be 
explained as a result of 'cyclic evolution', whereby a CV cycles between high mass-
transfer of a nova-like (NL), which generally has an orbital period in excess of 3 hours, 
and a lower mass-transfer state characteristic of dwarf novae (DN), generally under the 2 
hour orbital period. This can happen as a result of the irradiation of the secondary 
through nova outbursts (Hellier 2001, sec. 5.1). These can be powerful enough to cause a 
temporary increase in mass-transfer rate and consequently the orbital period. 










of 50 - 300 years (Livio et al. 1987), to the secondary being unable to refill its Roche 
lobe, causing the interruption or cessation of mass transfer. 
This is consistent with an observed decline in novae emission intensity after outburst 
(Warner 1995, sec 4.4.2). This decline in the intensity led to a proposal (Shara et al. 
1986a) that following a nova eruption a CV may, if unable to repeat the outburst, 
'hibernate', with negligible mass-transfer, (M 2), for thousands of years, as a long period 
of inactivity takes place. Other examples of hibernating CVs are BPM71214 (Kawka et 
al. 2003) and HS2237+8154 (Gaensicke et al. 2004). 
Observation of the system during hibernation would be difficult as it would have a 
negligible mass-transfer rate during this period. Magnetic braking would eventually 
bring the stars close enough for mass-transfer to resume and as the rate of mass transfer 
slowly increases, the binary response would be to increase the orbital period and the 
system will move back through the DN region through the period gap and towards the 
NL region (Kovetz, Prialnik & Shara 1988). 
1.5 Magnetic fields 
Magnetic fields playa vital role in all aspects of star formation and evolution. In CVs 
they are essential for the formation of the accretion disc by facilitating the exchange of 
angular momentum through the accretion disc annulus. 
The Balbus-Hawley instability describes the magnetic mechanism through which the 
necessary exchange of angular momentum takes place to produce the disc, (section 1.3). 
In a sense it is similar to magnetic braking except now the magnetic field lines are on 
small scales and are stretched from the differential rotation of adjacent annuli within the 
disc (Hellier 2001, sec. 5.3). 
In systems with strong magnetic fields such as AM Her star systems, magnetic fields 
provide a channel for the transfer of material along field lines to the poles and subsequent 
accretion thereon (Hellier 2001, sec. 8.3) where supersonic collision near the surface 
generate observable x-rays. 
Strong magnetic fields in the primary can cut-off the inner disc at a radius proportional to 
the strength of the magnetic field (Intermediate Polars), or if the field is strong enough 
and extending beyond the circularization radius, can eliminate the possibility of disc 
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delail hy O'Oolloglllle d al. 2003. 
Data fOl' the O'Donoghue et a1. (2003) papel' were obtamed from Hubble Spil~e 
Telescope for ultraviolet "ped ro,copy, wilh the SAAO (),75 and 1.0 meter lClc,copcs for 
optl~al photomell).' and with lh~ SAAO 1,9 meter ldescope for the optical spec(f();;wpic 
measurements. 
2.2 The Light C urve and Opti cal Spectrum 
EC13471-1258 1, a 16'1. rnagnlll1d~ slilL Th~ lighl curve helow show, lhill Il l' an 
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Figllre.j - V Band Uftht Cu,,'e at 30s Time NeW/II/ion: l\ 'um/)er Counts vs. Julian Ouy. 
Iho ... ·inJi the orbitaf periou. 
(Figure reprodu,.e<I from 0 'Donoghue I!I af. 2()(H). 










The system lies at an inclination angle. i - 7~,5" ±2", with total eclipses of the WD 
lasting 14min redu~ing the lumlll()sily hy 1.5 magnitudes. Thc time from first to last 
contact is 944 scc and the duration of totality is 835 'e~_ 
There is no secondilry echpse and its ~hsence indi~ate, thai lhe se~ondar~' is mu~h larger 
than the primar~' so that when the primary passes "in fiT>!lt" of lhe se~ondary it only 
~o\'er, a liny Ii-adion of the ,e~ondary surface. Also apparent is an ellipsoidal 
modulation. This can be explaliled a' a result of lhe obser\'er viewing the RD Ii-om 
differing aspcct,. lhc nonnally spherical RD is distortcr1 as a ['csuit of the strong tidal 
forc es belween the two stars since the milterial neareslthe primal)' experien~e, a strongcr 
gravitational attraction towm'ds WD than matcrial at thc far side of the star. The 
modulalion ,h,,,,s a del1"case in cnlisw)ll Ir"m thc gc"mcrrically un-disl!,rrcd s(m' i.c" 
when both stars lie along hne ofslght. This elfe~t ~c~ounls ror lhe dip in the hghl ~urVe 
at thc midpoint betwccn cclipscs in Figure 4. 
- --------------- ------------ ---------
Figure 5 - Op/i.·al Spedrum "j'EC1347/-11511 
(from O'/)onoghul! el al.10Il}) 
The spectral flux dislribution shows comparable contributions from cach star. (sce figurc 
6). In thc blue are thc broad 13almcr abs.orption lines cxpectcd from a WO, yct narrow 
CllllSSJOn corcs. In the rcd region of the spectrum, the riO m"le~u1ar hands I"und III M 










2.2.1 Optical Thickness and the Balmer Decrement 
The line strength ratios of HaIH,B, HyIH,B, and H6IH,B are 1.4,0.67, and 0.83 
(O'Donoghue et al. 2003) whereas the theoretically calculated ratios in an optically thick 
environment, (Case B recombination), predicts values of 2.8, 0.47 and 0.29, respectively 
(Ferland et al. 1982). Comparison of these ratios indicates that the Balmer decrement is 
flat and the relative fluxes in the Balmer emission lines, (Figure 5), indicate that there 
might be intervening gas absorbing some signal, in support of the notion that there is 
substantial hydrogen gas within the Roche lobe of the WD. 
2.2.2 The Ephemeris 
Using the data from the light curves, a linear fit (i.e. assuming a constant period) was 
used to determine the ephemeris (O'Donoghue et al. 2003). 









Table 1: Ephemeris/or EC13471-1258 
(From o 'Donoghue et al. 2003) 
The error estimates are based on the accuracy of the eclipse timings of about 1 sec and 
observations over 24000 cycles (O'Donoghue et al. 2003). There were, though, 
systematic variations of up to 12sec. It has been subsequently shown (Koen 1996) that 
these variations were due to a random walk in the binary period. 
2.3 The UV Spectrum and the Parameters of the White Dwarf 
O'Donoghue et al. (2003) also obtained HST/STIS observations. The resulting summed 
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Figure 6- UV SI'e('rrum and Resl-ji1 ,\lode!. 
Top cun'e;s .,um of the Spedra ji" £CI3471-1258. Middle eu,,'e is the beSI model fir. 
Bouom ('urve shm"~ Ihe f(',,·iduals. The low", 111'0 curve.' hal'e heen shijled downward .• 
jor clariry. The UnilS jor the ord;"ate are;n erg .\'Ce-I-('m'!-A 
(0 'Donoghue el ul, 2(1113) 
The LTV spectrum in FIgure 6 ;;how, very strong Lyo ahsorption arising in thc WD 
photosphere. In addition, thcrc arc rutrrow metal absollltion lines, mostly duc to CI and 
Si [I. 
Thc prcscncc of thc qnasi-molecular Ib ' feature at 1400A(Allard & Koe;;ter 1992) 
indicates that the WD ,s cool, (wcll under 20000oK), and thc virtnal abscncc ofthc It 
fe~ture ~t 1600 A enable the ,e(ting of upper and lower hounds to the temperatur~ rangc. 
The atmosphcric parameters were detenmned hy tilling a 'ylllhelic >p~ctrum to the HST 
data This provided values of T,n = 14220"1( and log g = 8.34. (O'Donoghuc et ~1. 
2003). 
The width of the me\al lines ind,caled th~t the WD was rotating rapidly, Subscquelll 
invcstig~tion, sec O'Doooghuc et al. (2003), ;;howed that the \VD was llIdeed rotating 
rapidly with a I'OtationaI velocity calculated to be. V,,,,, slili = 400 +100 km/;;ec, where, 
'I', is the incllllillion angle between the orhllal plane and lhe lllle of ;;ight. discussed in 
section 2,5.1. 
liST ul\raviolet 'p~c\ro;;copy w~s further used to mea:;ure lhe radi~l velocity variations of 
the WD arising from the binar)' motion uSlllg the qua'i-molecular H,+ fealure al 1400A 
with corroborating velocity infomlation coming from the metal absorption line;;. 
The he,l IiI Curve 10 the velocity dal~ y,elded a radial velocity curvc with a scm!-










WD. When compared to the model template, (middle curve in Figure 6), the model gave 
a rl -velocity of6l +/-lOkm/sec, an indication of the gravitational redshift. (see sec 2.4) 
Finally, modeling the spectrum using solar metal abundance absorption lines resulted in 
metal lines far too strong compared to the observations. An abundance of 11100 
produced lines of insufficient strength, allowing for the setting of upper and lower bounds 
for the metallicity. The 'best fit' model giving a reasonable overall best fit was selected 
with 1/30 solar abundances. 
2.4 Parameters of the Red Dwarf 
A sensitive indicator of spectral type and temperature in mid M dwarfs is V - I colour. 
Colours for the M dwarf were calculated from CCD photometry and after subtraction of 
the WD contribution, yielded a mean value of 2.86 and a range from 2.95 to 2.75 
(O'Donoghue et al. 2003). The spectral class chosen for the M dwarf in EC13471-1258 
lies between M3.5 and M4. 
From Reid & Hawley (2000) the mean temperature for an M3.5 dwarf is 3100 +/- SOaK. 
The determination of the rotational velocity from the broadening and depth of the spectral 
lines depends both on the intrinsic rotational velocity of the star as well as on the choice 
of spectral classification selected (O'Donoghue et al. 2003). The rotational velocity of the 
M dwarf, Vro(,2' was, through inspection, chosen to be Vro(,2 sin i = 125 ± 25 km/sec. 
The radial velocity curve of the M dwarf could be tracked by the H a emission line, the 
Na D absorption lines, or by the TiO molecular bands and other weaker metal lines. The 
results yielded an average radial velocity value of 266 +/- 6km/sec and -2 +/- 4km/sec for 
the r2 - velocity. The difference in r velocity of the WD and RD arises from the 
gravitational redshift oflight emitted by the WD. 
The chemical composition of M dwarfs is indicated by the increase in strength of the 
CaH compared to the TiO molecular bands as metal abundance decreases (Reid & 
Hawley 2000). The results for the system EC13471-1258 match those of similar stars, all 
of which are normal disc M dwarfs. The conclusion was that the M dwarf had normal 
solar abundance. 
2.5 Binary Analysis: Determining the Basic Parameters 
With the fundamental characteristics of the two stars in this system estimated and 
consolidated into Table 2, it becomes possible to estimate the parameters of the system 












Porb 13025.5 +/0.9sec 
Teff,! 14220 +/- 350
0K 
logg 8.34 +/- 0.2 
10gZ -1.5 +/- 0.5 
K] sini 137 +/- lOkm/sec 
Y] 61 +/- 10km/sec 
Vrot ] sin i 400 +/- 100km/sec 
K2 sini 266 +/- 6km/sec 
Y2 -2.0 +/- 5km/sec 
Vrot ,2 sin i 140 +/- 10km/sec 
Teff,2 3100 +/- 75°K 
Table 2: Summary o/the Parameters/or the Binary System, EC13471-1258. 
(from o 'Donoghue et al. 2003) 
U sing the standard equations of spectroscopic binaries one can derive the masses and 
radii of the individual stars: 
a=Porh(K] +K2)/2:r 
M = 4:r2 a 3 / GPo;h 
q = K] / K2 
M] =M /(1+q) 
M2 =qM] 
RL,2 / a = 0.49q2 '3 /(0.6q23 + In(l + q]3)) 
Where, a is the binary separation, M is the sum of the masses of the two stars, q is the 
mass ratio of the secondary to the primary, and RL,2 is the volume-equivalent Roche lobe 
radius of the secondary (Eggleton 1983). 
The gravitational redshift can be estimated from the difference in the y - velocities from 
each of the stars in the binary, which, in this case amounts to 62+/-1 Okm/sec. No 
evidence for binary eccentricity was found by O'Donoghue et al (2003). 
2.5.1 Constraining the inclination angle, i. 
The quantities listed in Table 2 show values for K] sin i and K 2 sin i not K] and K 2' For 










Mass-radius di~gral11s were C,,"slTllctcd in which integer value, or i between 75" and 90" 
were used in the cakl.ll ~lioll i"r value, of K, sin! and K, sin; oh t~ lllcd 1",,111 Table 2. 
Then th" calculations were repeated u,ing the error est imates from the same table a, the 
perturbation, "flhe veloci ty semi-amplitude_ Ma" ,lradiu, diagrams showing the resulls 






Figur,;> 7 _ Ma,<,,'-Rudius Diugrams /or the I'rimary (fowa panel) uml 
S('mndar.l' (upper pund). 
(From 0 '/)on"ghlll! "I uf. 2/JIU) 
t;ac'h ('liT"" npre.w!Jlt.,-" so/ufioll for fhe binary using radiall'dodp,' semi-uml'liIudes. 
The dOlled lim' il! Ihi.' Ilpper pund fl!pre.,-(!n/s Ihe limir where II", m,'an demil)" of/he M 
dwurf",ollid exceed Ihe /loc'he lob,'. ami Iherefim! o<wfill. The Wood and Clemen" 
rrdatiomfurlher constrain Ihe range "/l'uiu(!". 










paramC1CT:S, it was n~cc:s,ary to aCh ,C\C cons istency with previously {kl~rmin~d 
pammctcrs and the acceptcU mass radius relation> of Wood (l995) ami Clemens et al 
(199~), Assuming lurther that the M dwarf is jast filling it, Roche lobe, the best 
compromi>c between all theoe constrmn\s and their errors gaw a v,llue for the mdination 
angle of 75.5" +1- 2" (O"DOllOghuc et al. 200]). 
2.5.2 Th(' Binar~' l\Iass('s llnd Radii 
With Ihio inclination. the WD therefore h,IS a m,ISS and radius 0[0.78 -/-O,04M" and 
(Unl -i-O.oJ R" and the r>.1 dwarf a mas, and radillS of O.4J +,'-O,()4M" and 0.42 +/. 
(U12 R~ . re>pedively. 
2.5.3 The Binary Separation, fl , and other Parameters of the System. 
Finally, wlth the basic paramctcT:S ,ktcnnincd we arC able to calclliate the binary 
>epilnltioll, a. the p<.)~itioll of the cemer-of-mas~ of the >ystem. am! other billa!) 
parameters listed ill Table 3. 
0 0.551 75.50 RW) C.O~ II}<J Co -0.0300{) 
6 - -r .- - • , ~ C'. 
. " N \ . 0 
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Figurt: 8 - :\todd oflhe Binary Splt:m, EC/34 71-125S and Trajectory Palh for MI1.'-~-­
Trl1l1sj erf;om the NO 10 The WO "ia LJ. 
AI kft i.,-the RD ,ho"'n jil/inll it~- Roche lobe and I1llhe righl is the /I'D. (;\'0 Hoche 
lobe shool'n). Also shown are circles indicating Ihe radius ojminimum approach ojthe 














= 5.69xl08 m 
Description + Formulae 
a - Separation between the two stars, center to center 




RL,I - Roche lobe radius (center of primary to LI) 
RLI / a = 0.5000-0.227logq (0.1 < q < 10) (4) 
RL,2 - Roche lobe radius of secondary 
R min = 5.68x10
7 m Rmin - Radius of closest approach to primary 
R
min 
/ a = 0.0488q-0464 (0.05 < q < 1) (6) 
Reire = 9.78x107 m Rcirc - Radius at which matter injected from LI will settle into orbit 
R
eire 
/ a = 0.0859q -0426 (0.05 < q < 1) 
Table 3 - Binary Parameters for the system EC13471-1258 
(Formulaefrom Hellier 2001,p.24) 
2.6 Examining the H a Emission Data 
In an effort to examine the origin of the H a emission, trailed orbital spectra and a 
corresponding Doppler tomogram were constructed in order to locate the spatial 
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Figures 'J - Truiled Sp.-ctra and Dopp/.-r Tomor:ram 
(O'Donoghue.-1 al. 2(JlI3) 
TOf" A D'ippler Irail.-d spalrum plm 'If 1/ IX emis,i,m. Th.- numbers rejer to th" J) 
"e/oriO' path of WJJ, 2) ,'dodt)' path of RI). um}3) Rinory OrhilU/ Molion of Ha 
emi."sion ulpmiliOiI (0.75, -0. 75) in the I"mogram. hot/"m. 
Bo/lom: A D'ipp/er IiImor:rum jor Ihe 1/ a emission .,howinr: ax".' in 1'e/'lei(1" and 
5pmial coordinates. The centre-of-f:rtn-il)' of the syslem is marked wilh an x. and the 
drel" around Ih" WD (0.0) r"pn.,-.-ms Ih" dr,"ulari:ation rut/ius wh.-n mailer emilled 










The trailed spectrum shows unequivocal evidence for at least 2 components of the H a 
emission line moving in opposition to each other. One component is clearly attributable 
to the M dwarf. The other must originate in the WD's Roche lobe. In the tomogram, the 
orbital motion of emission generated from the RD corresponds to the path labeled (2) in 
the trailed spectra. The orbital motion of emission from within the WD Roche lobe 
concentrates within two distinct regions. These correspond to the velocity coordinates 
(Vx,Vy) = (-25,-75) and (75,-75) km/sec. These rotate around the center-of-mass and can 
therefore be converted into orbital motion. The orbital motion of the velocity 
coordinates, (75,-75) km/sec, correspond to the path labeled (3) in the trailed spectral plot 
in Figure 9 (top). As stated by O'Donoghue et al. (2003): 
"The interpretation of these two distinct features in the Doppler map is not straight 
forward. Neither occurs at a "special" place in the binary, i.e. a natural site for emission 
such as the intersection of the mass transfer stream with the circularization radius. There 
is no obvious accretion disc in the system of the kind seen in cataclysmic variables. Yet, 
there may be a very weak mass transfer stream flowing from the Ll point, and we would 
expect to see features in the Doppler map corresponding to where this stream collides 
with itself'. 
In the case of the above tomogram the two prominent emission features occur near to but 
not precisely in the positions of the expected emission. 
In an effort to further understand the appearance of H a emission from the vicinity of the 
WD, we undertook a program of spectroscopic observation of EC13471-1258 in 
Sutherland, South Africa, using the SAAO 1.9 meter telescope along with the SAAO 
CCD Spectrograph. This took place over three separate weeks in March 2004 and 
March and April 2005 and forms the basis for this thesis. 
The intention was to acquire higher resolution spectral images of the H a emission for 
the purpose of defining the velocity and spatial positions of the emission more precisely. 











Data Acquisition, Reduction and the Production of 
Higher Resolution Trailed Spectral Plots 
3.1 The CCD Spectrograph 
The CCD Spectrograph is an instrument which is mounted on the 1.9 meter telescope in 
Sutherland, RSA. Its CCD has a pixel grid of 266x 1798 with a pixel size of 15 f.1 m. To 
reduce the dark current, the CCD is cooled to about 1800K with liquid nitrogen. 
In order to take data for H a we chose "grating 5" with a first order spectral range of 
o 0 0 
6400 A to 7200 A, which covers the H a emission line of 6562.8 A. This grating further 
o 
offers 1200 line/mm, a blaze peak at 6800 A, dispersion of 50 A /mm and with resolution 
of 1 A. We used a filter (GG495) to eliminate any blue light second order effects, and 
chose a grating angle of _3° to position the spectral range as close to the blazing as 
possible. 
We chose a slit width of 250 f.1 m corresponding to about 1.5 arcsec on the star, and used 
exposure times of 500 seconds to obtain the best signal/noise possible. 
A CuNe arc lamp was used to calibrate the spectral lines because it gives a good number 
o 0 
of strong lines between 6000 A and 7000 A, and we took arc spectra before and after each 
set of three 500-second exposures. 
3.1.1 Initial Setup and Calibration 
The Camera Focus: The Hartmann Focus Test 
The Hartmann test is used to focus the spectrograph camera. It is necessary to take two 
successive arc exposures with the one half of the collimated beam occulted and then 
another exposure with the other half occulted. The mean shift between spectral lines in 
the two exposures indicates the distance and direction from the ideal focus. The camera 
focus can then be adjusted on the telescope using a micrometer on the instrument 
package. 
Observational Procedure 
The telescope was focused at the start of each night and regular checks on focus were 









one to two binary orbits per night. 
3.1.2 Flat Fields 
A set of dome flats were obtained at the start or end of every evening to correct the pixel 
to pixel variation that might exist on the CCD. These data were consolidated and 
normalized for later use on the individual spectra in the reduction process. 
3.2 IRAF: Reduction of the CCD Spectra 
The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) I is a comprehensive software 
reduction program. The following steps were taken to prepare the spectra for further 
analysis. As we were only interested in the relative flux of the binary system we did not 
use a reference star for calibration. 
3.2.1 The Reduction Process 
Converting the 'Fits' format to lRAF format 
The first step in the reduction process was to convert the raw FITS data files to IRAF 
format, using the IRAF 'rfits' command. 
The Dome Flats 
The dome flats for each given night were then combined and normalized using the IRAF 
'flat combine' task. An output file was produced for later 'flat-fielding' or the removal 
from the spectra of pixel to pixel sensitivity variations. 
Cleaning and Preparing the Fields 
Cleaning, using IRAF's 'ccdproc' involves removing the bias which is the systematic 
offset due to the readout process, trimming the edges of the image from the CCD, 
flatfielding, and the removal of any dark current or charge contributions generated from 
thermal motions. 
Aperture centering and sizing 
Using optimal extraction (Home 1986) the spectral images were reduced to one using 
IRAF's 'doslit' task. 
i (IRAF) Image Reduction and Analysis Facility is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories 
(USA), which are operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy Inc. (AURA), under 











In order to calibrate the spectra, the IRAF 'doslit' task selects the arc exposure taken just 
before a given star and uses it to identify the spectral lines. A selection of wavelengths 
are manually entered and fitted. All the spectra were then resampled onto the same 
wavelength grid. 
Extracting and Fitting 
IRAF then extracts the arcs before and after each set of images and attempts to fit them 
with a dispersion function which can be monitored interactively to ensure the correct 
wavelength calibration ( to an RMS accuracy of better than 0.1 A) 
Converting spectra to ASCII two column format 
In order to prepare the data for input into the subsequent programs, the data was 
converted from IRAF format to ASCII code using IRAF 'wtextimage' task. 
Changing from Julian Date to Heliocentric Julian Date 
Heliocentric Julian Dates were calculated and attached to all the spectra. 
3.3 Analysis of the Spectral Images 
As listed in Table 4, the total number of spectra amounted to 202 of which there were 
110 spectra from March 2004 and another 92 spectra from March 2005 (April 2005 was 






















































3.3.1 Producing Trailed Spectra 
The analysis of the spectra is best done using spectra folded into phase bins on the orbital 
period. 
Using programs, in g77 Fortran, provided by O'Donoghue (SAAO), the results of the 
reduced and extracted IRAF spectra were used to produce a trailed spectral plot (see 
Figure 10) whose axes are the binary orbital phase and the Doppler shifted emission 
frequencies around H a . 
Modifying programs to provide 50 orbital phase bins 
The existing program provided for 20 orbital phase bins. With the improved resolution 
we were able to have 50 phase bins. It was, therefore, necessary to modify the existing 
program to accommodate the additional number of bins. These 50 phase bins were 
divided on the basis of the Heliocentric Julian Date mentioned above. The orbital phase 
was then calculated for each spectrum using the mid-eclipse timings of the ephemeris 
(2.2.2). 
Folding the spectra into orbital phase bins 
Each spectrum was now identifiable by its orbital phase based on the ephemeris and it 
was possible to allocate each spectrum to the appropriate phase bin of the 50 bins allowed 
for. 
Normalizing the phase data 
Setting the continuum to unity 
The continuum for each phase bin was normalized by taking a segment of the continuum 
in a region away from the emission line and then dividing it into the continuum 
effectively recalibrating the continuum to unity. 
Plotting the trailed spectra 
The phase bins were then plotted against wavelength and stacked to form a trailed 
spectral plot. Intensities were selected to show the continuum as white (l.0) and the 
maximum emission of (2.5) in black. Intermediate intensities varied in shades of grey 
and there was an overall signal to noise ratio of 25. 
The trailed spectra for the March 2005 observations are shown in Figure 10. The spectra 
for March 2004 are not included as they did not show the high resolution of the March 
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Figure If/- A (lO(j5) trai/cd _'pedru/ plot for If a emis"j"". (6561.R AJ - Each "rhila! 
period is di,-idea in/a 50 orbital pl/ase bins. The plot shows one orbilal <;I'de (O-l) 
repeated for darit)' (1_2). White ref/eNS til" [",mtinaum and, in thi,- m.W!, Mad. 
indicates a sit::nal imens;ry of 2.2 oho,'e the cominllum (I. OJ. imermeJia/(' imet/silies 
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motions olhmll Ibe II 0 all" rhe Rl), 
:t:l.2 [tamining the T railed Spectra 
rhe trailed spectral plot in Hgurc 10 shows the II f1 cmis,ion line as a function of orbital 
ph~'e for Ihe binary sy'l~m. On inspection. OIl<' c~n see at le~sl two sinu,oidal 
interlacing w3vctorms which. in vdocity space. indicat~ that two emission componems 
arC mo\ing in opposile dircclions along the line ot <;ighl. The lhin sohd line labeled ',\1 
d,,'mi" corre'p'mlls to 11K: orbital mOlion oflhe RD. as llelemlmed by O'Donoghlic ct al. 
(2003). \Ve know that the RD i, chromosphencally active, which is tYTHcal of tbl' lype 
of lal~ rcd-lype star (O'Donoghlic Cl al. 20(3), One comp'lllenl of the 11 a emission line 
malche, lhis solid lme "ell. 
Although lhe motion of one wmponenl ofHo: m~tcks th~t expected from the RI\ Ihere 










orbital phases 0.38-0.44. This component of the line is also stronger between orbital 
phases 0.5 - 0.7 than between 0.7 - 0.9. 
The curve labeled 'W dwarf corresponds to the orbital motion of the WD, as determined 
by O'Donoghue et al. (2003). This path has been adjusted to account for gravitational 
red-shifting of the H a signal. This is due to the intense gravitational field of the WD 
which creates a potential well out of which the H a emission must emerge. This takes 
energy and an increase in wavelength is the result, hence the redshift. It has been shown 
(O'Donoghue et al. 2003) that the gravitational red-shift for this WD would be about 
62km/sec. 
There appears to be a third component of H a emission, (see Figure l3c, p.36 for clarity). 
This moves in roughly the same way as the WD but on closer inspection, the WD orbital 
motion does not match the motion of the second emission component as well as might be 
expected. In the first few orbital phases (0.0 - 0.2) the emission is well to the red of the 
WD's motion. 
Moreover the component is obviously more complex than is consistent with a single 
source of emission. For example, at orbital phases close to eclipse, the component is 
clearly doubled into 2 sub components. Although less clear, the same seems to be true at 
orbital phase 0.5 (see also Figure 11 which shows it more clearly). It might be tempting 
to interpret these 2 sub-components as the classical doubled emission line profile of an 
accretion disc. However the overall impression is not that of a pair of sub-components 
moving in parallel but rather of two distinct sub-components reaching maximum and 
minimum of their wavelength range at different orbital phases. 
3.3.3 Looking at the Emission Intensities 
Figures 11 and 12 show plots of the emission in which the threshold for the highest 
intensity coloration has been progressively reduced. In all the plots the continuum has 
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highest amplitude emission arises near conjunction, (see phase 0.5 of Figs. lla and 12a). 
The emission in this phase interval is more intense than that of the RD at other phases, 
showing levels above 2.5. This is easily understood as arising from the summation of the 
oppositely moving H a components. 
If one follows the orbital motion of the RD, one finds that there is prominent and 
substantial emission at signal intensity above 2.2 along much of its orbit. There are, 
however, regions along its orbital motion where the signal has decreased below intensity 
level 2.0, for example between phases 0.7-0.9. The peak signal intensity for the RD 
emission was less than 2.5. 
The plots in Figs. 12 further show that the emission appearing on the WD side of the 
center-of-mass is not as intense as that from the RD, as most of the emission is below 
level 2.0. 
3.3.4 Comparing the Different Data Sets 
In this section we look at the trailed spectral plots using data collected over three 
different years. This includes the data collected in 2002 and presented in the 
O'Donoghue et al. (2003) paper, data collected by D. Kilkenny (2004) and myself 
(2005). 
The original trailed spectral plot (O'Donoghue et al. 2003) divided the orbital period into 
20 phase bins whereas the orbital period in the 2004 and 2005 plots were able to be 
divided into 50 phase bins, allowing for the separation of phases into smaller orbital 
intervals, thereby improving the overall resolution. 
3.3.4.1 Features in Common 
The trailed spectral plots shown in Figures 13 are produced from the three data sets 
mentioned above. The plots are generally similar in appearance. They all show the 
motion of the RD as well as features moving in opposition. The features moving in 
opposition to the RD clearly originate from within the WD' s Roche lobe. We shall refer 
to these features as "WDRL" emission. 
All the trailed spectra plots show strong WDRL emission moving from red to blue in the 
first phases of each plot, (0.0 - 0.2) of Figs. 13. The emission is prominent not only in 
its intensity but also its appearance in all of three trailed spectral diagrams is similar. 
The O'Donoghue et al. (2003) trailed spectra suggest this WDRL feature as matching the 
orbital motion of the WD. The higher resolution data show that this is not the case in that 
the gravitationally red-shifted orbital motion of the WD lies outside, to the blue, of this 
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Figure 13u - Trailed Spec/ral 1'/01 of 0 'Dmwghul' ef al. 1003 Dutu 
--, " f 
t "'gllre 13b - Trui/ed Spectral Pfor oj 20M Figure IlL" - Truif"d Speclrul 1'10/ ,,(1005 
Figure /3 - Trailed Spec/rul Plo/s from 0 'J)ollof?hlle 1'1 ul. (200.~), 100-/, and 100S 
.<p.x!ra. The curve laheled 3 in FigUf<' flu i.,' reprut/uced ill Fif?ure l.k as is Ihe 













3.3.4.2 Diffcring Fcatu n's 
The phase iruervals of reuu~ed RD emission clearly differ on the O'Donoghue et al. 
(2003) and 2005 plots. indica l1 ng it> tmnsient nature 
In the O'Donoghue et a1. (1003) spectra. there is a dear reduclion of RD emisSIOn 
strength on the blue side during phases 0,6 and 0,75 whereas in the 2005 spectra this is 
not the "ase. The 2005 spectra show a reduction in signal tr"m phases 0.75 anll 0.95. 
In addition. the O"Donoghue et al. (2003) spectra do not show the reduction in the RD 
emissi"n during pha,es O.3R and 0.44, "hich i~ dearly visihle in the 2005 speclra. 
although thiS might be due to the lower resolution of the O' Donoghue et al. (2003) data. 
Curiously. the "'brch 2004 speclra show weaker ilnd more diffuse enl1S,ion on the WD 
side of the sys tem. "l here is no appareru reason for this. The signal to noise is ~imilar to 
the 2005 llata :lnll the telescope anll spectrograph used were the >arne. lden tic,,1 se ttings 
on the spL'Clrograph were used, ~a,e f"r a narrower slit opening ... l00pm(2004} v~. 
250 p m (2005). 
In order 10 I'urther underslilnd the mlher large di l' l~rence hetween the 2004 and 2005 plols 
we examined individual phase bins for each observation period. 
--. 
- - ""," ."" .-
F ixure /4- Plot 0/ ll/ormillhed IlItt!nsity (ordinlltt!) v." . Wu"t!It!ngth (A ) (a hsci~sa) 
Spectra/rom 20114(ll'ft) and 2005(rif.!hr) for rhl' same Orbital Phase (II. 75 or Second 
Quadrature) as an example of the hiXh degret! 0/ Variability in the Signal. 










emission signal. The plots represent the normalized sum of the spectra for the same 
orbital phase. This perspective is from the second quadrature, at orbital phase 0.75, 
where we would expect two peaks on either side of the rest frequency, indicating the 
Doppler shifted emission from the regions of each of the two stars. 
o 
The plot on the right from 2005 shows these with a peak at 6556 A for the approaching 
RD emission and a peak at 6565 A for the receding emission from the WD Roche lobe 
region. Of significance is the complete lack of red-shifted emission from the WD Roche 
, , 
lobe region in the 2004 data. This is indicated in the range 6562 A through 6567 A . 
The overall intensity for the RD emission is similar for the two data samples although 
slightly lower for 2004 at just under 1. 9 compared to the 2005 data peaking at 2.1. 











Modeling the Mass-Transfer Stream Trajectory3 
In an effort to further understand the origins of the emission, and considering that there 
are some regularly observed features to some of the emission, it seemed most likely that 
there might be some form of low mass-transfer taking place between the stars in this 
system (O'Donoghue et al. 2003). 
To this end, it became necessary to investigate and understand the trajectory and 
velocities of such a stream in an effort to locate the most likely sources of emission and 
then to compare their expected emission velocities with those observed in the trailed 
spectral plots. 
4.1 The Mass-Transfer Trajectory Model 
The trajectories were modeled according to the two-dimensional restricted three-body 
model which assumes that the two stars are spherical and can be represented by point 
masses, that all three bodies rotate in a plane, and that the third body is taken to be a 
particle along the trajectory path with negligible gravitational effect. Justification for this 
approach has been established by Lubow & Shu (1975). 
The coordinate system was chosen to rotate with the binary system, (in the frame of the 
binary), with the secondary located at coordinate point (X=O,Y=O) and the primary 
located at point (1.0), see Figures 15 or 16. 
The equations of motion (Warner and Peters 1972; Flannery 1975) describe the trajectory 
of a particle (massless) within a system of two gravitationally bound masses. 
















In equations 8 - 12, X and Yare the x and y coordinates, velocities and accelerations of 
the particle, Ml is the WD mass, M2 is the RD mass and f.1 is the mass fraction. 
This is a dimensionless form of the equation of motion and rl and r2 reflect the distances 
to the primary and secondary, respectively from the mass being transferred. 
The Jacobi Energy (E) is an integral of the motion and is constant for all time, for a given 
trajectory. So, a particle with a certain Jacobi Energy cannot go to regions of space that 
require larger values of E and cannot transfer to orbits of another Jacobi Energy without 
some sort of non-conservative interaction. 





In the mass transfer model, the particle begins its trajectory at Ll with a small initial 
velocity generated from thermal motions (10kmlsec - see also Lubow & Shu 1975). 
Following the approach of Warner and Peters (1972), we used a 4th-order predictor-
corrector scheme and a 5th order Runge-Kutta formula to determine the velocity and 
position of the test particle. 
The code was then iterated and the step size was adjusted in order to keep the Jacobi 
Energy within tight limits between the predicted and calculated positions of each step of 
1 part in 104 over the entire trajectory. The resulting plot of the trajectory is shown in 
Figure 15. 
4.2 Examining the Trajectory Stream 
A plot of the path of the trajectory stream is presented in Figure 15 which shows the mass 
transfer leaving the Ll point at the tip of the RD' s Roche lobe and its subsequent motion 
in the vicinity of the WD. 
The path of the matter crosses the circularization radius which is shown as the outer ring 
around the WD on the right in Figure 15. It then reaches its radius of closest approach, 
shown as the inner ring around the WD. Its momentum carries it away from the WD 
until the intense gravitational field of the WD causes its motion to loop back and return to 
again swing around the WD. Provided there are no collisions and no loss of energy, this 












Figure 15 - Model Trajectory path for Mass-Transferfrom L/ flIT t:C/J.J71-1 158 
If there is no dissipation or energy through viscous interaction. matter that aITl\es in the 
\i~inity of !he WD Roche lobe via the Ll poinl wOllld. via ~ollislons, end up in a ~ircular 
oroit at Rei"" the circularization radius. Matter injected via other methods, (e.g. a wind), 
would also >e(lle in an orbit comparable to lis initial angular momentum It 1> rea>onable 
to assel1 that if there is maner in at least a semi-conlinuous flow injected into the Wi) 
Roche lohc, there must be an accumulation of matter somewherc within the Roche lobe 
and Ihat this a~cumulation would most probably develop Into ",line ""rt 01" radial 
thickening or disc structure orbiting around the WD. 
If the mass-lransfer flow is low or intennillelli. the den>ity of matter cir~ulating at R;" 
might be too low for any signi!icant (viscous) imeraction and therefore matter there 
might orbit in an invl>cid or diS>lpation-less ring al \eT}'low luminosily 
In this case, regular accretion onto the surface of the 'I','i) lS unl ikely consid~ring that itlS 
the fiJmlatiOIl 01" a viwous disc thai allows the exchange of anb'lilar momentum ne~essaT}' 
to move matter towards the wn surface. 
Ac~retion ~ould possibly occur from balhstic trajectories from such ewnl> as flaring 01" 
the RD, but these events are not particularly frequent (OT)onoghue et al. 2003) and could 
only account for irregular or perhaps random emission. should the gas he ahle to impact 
directly onlo the >urface of the ViD. 
4.2. 1 Expected Rcgions of Enhan ced H a Emission 
Assuming the system parameters in Table 3 (p.24), the circularization radilLs around the 
WD in EC1347 1-1 25R IS at a radial d,stance 01"9ROOOkm Irom its ,enter. Spatially. and 
as>uming a planar Illpob'Taphy, the transfer Slream ,,·ill inler>ect al Ihis rndius if there is 
no disc structure and continlle on its trajectory if the matter internction is collisionless. 
The position at the POlnt or intersection lS locat~d at the coordinate-x po>ition vallLe 01" 










mallcr circulating were of sufficient density. there might be collisions and some sort of 
mea'mable emissIOn here. 
Due to the planar topology of the binary ,y~tcm, and after the mass transfer has passed 
the point of closest approach to Ihe WD, (Re,,,,,), there l~ a ~e<:on<l possible impad POllll 
(at coordinate, L05. 0'()9 or arrow 4 in figure 16), where the trajcctory pmh intersects 
the ,irClllanlation radius a se<:ond time on it, way towards the Rodie lobe equi-potential 
surfhce (Hellier 20(1). llerc. the mass transfer velocity st~r1s 10 decrease as Ihe gas must 
<:limb Olit of the potential well ofthc 'III' D's gravity ficld. 
Another possible region of impact would be in the area of maximum displacement from 
the WD or near It, Ro<:he lobe 'llrfa,e whcre the ga, ,wings around ha,k lowar<l, the 
WD, At th is point, the streaming velocilies would approach zero (see arrow 5 in Figure 
16). It i~ con,eivablc that there w(>l1ld be a huildup of mailer in this region, as the mass 
must reverse direction and Ihe low velocllies would lenglhen the cro"ing time. 
A further potential impact point could be the rcturn of the mass to the circllianzation 
radius (joining arrow #3) after fir~t looplllg around the \VD and relurning from the fir~l 
petal apex. arrow #5. This arca is in thc vicinity of the junction of three streams. The 
retummg matter ,ould impa<:\ with eIther the matter rotating in Kepierian orbit around the 
WD at /{,,,, or it could impact with the initial mas~ Iran,fer stream whl<:h <:ro~'e' In th" 
"leinity On it, mitial approach to the WD, The two retuming streams could also 
potentially interacl with e~<:ll other. This, therd<>re, ~eem, a highly probable mea to lind 
~ ~our<:e of the Ha emi,~ion. 
Finally. there is a finite possibility that somc of the mass stream might be able to reach 
the second petal of the ro~etle traje<:tory, ('ee alTOW 6 in Figurc 161. Here again might be 
a source of emission, 
0,0 '00 
Figure /6 - ;\los/likely Hegions of Collision. Two possible disc locations are drawn, 
with 'bright spots' exp"cted in locatiol/." indicated by arrow." J and 2, 
If matter were to accl1Illulate at the circularization radius to such an extent as to become 












The point of inleraction witb a mass-transfer stream, the 'bright spot', would sllow 
emission generated Irom the outer fadius oftl", ,tmcture. 
As the su e of the disc can vary, two circles have been drawn in Figure 17 as example> of 
possible outer disc rings and are marked for the (wo lmpad region". The location of the 
'hright ;;pot' would depmd on the extem of the disc. The arrows marked I and 2 in 
Figure 16 idenll fy some po>sible regions of impa<:l wi th a di sc. 
4,3 Cune Fitting uf the Bina ry Motion 
[0 further isolate the spatIal ]Xl,itions for (he \vORL eml>SlOn, we constructed and 
overlaid sinusoidal curves onto the trailed spectral diagram (Figs. 17) covering the region> 
where, on the trajectory plo t of Fig. 16, thITe was a high probahility of collision. 
To this end we first ehose to plot the radial velocity curves of the aIfowed regions in Fig. 
I (i ari , ing >lmply Ii-om orhilal motion. [his neglects any , tfeamlllg Of halli,tic motions. 
In this model, the amlV,ed regions 1-6 will produce classical S-waves arising only from 
their Il",ation in the binary rereren~e ITame W.f.1. the binary ~entfe-of-maSi<. The 
emission is assumed to be from optically thin ga>, a~d therefl>re l>otwpically emitted, 
equally visible at all orbital phases. 
" 
-
Figure J7u - Orbilul Motion/or u 
'BrigIlISpo/' ut Locution J in Fi~ure 16 
21J05 "ala 
f-'igurl' f7b - Orbital MOlion/or a 











Tk ,ol id l in~ labdcd "\1otion of Bright Spot il l" in Figure 17a represents the orbital 
radial ~'elOClty curve of the reglOn mdicaled by arrow ti l In Flgure 16, It ~hows \'eT)' 
small ampli!Ud ~ due (0 the proximity of the region to the binary centre-of-mass. It does 
not explain any of the 11 0: emission obserwd. 
The solid Ime b beled ··Motion of llright SPOl #2". in Figure 17b. represents the orbiwl 
radial vclocity curve of arrowed rcgion ttl in Figure 16. This has larger arnpl illidc and 
migh t b~ Lon~idlTed a malch to ,ome 0 I' lh ~ obs~'T\' ed errll,~ion O\Tr orbi tal pha~es 0. 1 to 
0.4, It is an unacceptable match over 0.6 to 1,0. 
Figure 17<- - Orbiwl MOlionjilr Ille 
Impa cl ofrhc Trajcctory I'arh wilh I( in 




Figure 17d - Orhit,,1 Motion Jilr Em;"""", 
from Impacr arrhi.' w cond Jllnction ofrh c 
lruj<'ctorr SITi'Um wirh R",,., in LOCUlion 4 
20(}5,IIItll 
Arro,,"ed reglOn~ #3 and #4 of Figure 16 gi \' e n se to lhe orbi (~ l radial \'el()city ClK\' CS 
shown in Figs. 17c and 17d, These radial velocity curves are general ly similar to thm of 
the WD. though there are ~rnall dilTcrence, in amplit lLde and phase. We judgc curvc 43 
to be a good match in pha,es 0.3 to (J,g blltlc~s so in (J.g to 1.3. Curve Ii4 i ~ no t as good a 










Fi~u'" 17.- - Orbifal ,lImion for any 
EmissiQn fmm Imp"Lt at Ihe Fir,,-/ Apex ol 
the ROSl!ffl' Pelal at LQCalion 5 a/Figs. 16 
2005 data 
'" , 
Figure lif - O,h;I,,1 ..um;"" fi" uny 
Emission frolll Impact al Ihe Second Apex 
oflhe R{}.,-elle Petal al Loculian 6 {}j'Fi~s. 16 
200.5 datu 
The arrowed regions labeled 1i5 and #6 01- Figure 16 give I'ISC to the orbital velocity 
curves of rigs. 17c and 17f. respedi\dy_ As menlioned Tn s.cction 4.2.1. these 
correspond 10 the motion of emission from the apex of the first and se~ond petal of the 
rosette where vch><;\!ies in the frame "j-lhe binary would ncar zero, and the motion oflhe 
emission region should have, essentially, only one ~{)mroncnt. the orbital motion dne to 
its positlOIl 1)1 the binary relative to the center-of-mass. There could. though. also be 
some low velo~l !Y. (undcr 100km/scc). strcaming component as the location of zcro 
reiati,'c velocity at thc apex is " point. and we are ~onsidering the region around this 
POlnt. 
rhc motion of thc cur\'e labeled #5 in Figure 17e shows \eloclties whi<:h are of similar 
valncs to those observcd Irom thc emission. Although thc ovcrall <fit' is not good, it does 
show somc chara~tcnstles whleh coincide with the obscrved cmission. This is 
parti~ularJy evident at orbital prnlse of 1.0 wherc the curve eonhl account I{)T the extcnded 
velocitics of emission obscr. ed ilt cdipsc. 
This can oc ocUcr undcrstood by comparing thc range of emission velocities at cdipsc 
with those at orbital phase 0.5. which arc distinctly dissimilar. The physical location of 
rcgion #5 is not blo~ked during edipse. at phase 1.0. Therefore. any emlss ion from this 
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The motion of the curve labeled 176 in Figure I 7f shows higher \· elo~ity amplil ud~~ than 
thilt of curve !i5. again, due to it, pro~imlty in rdation to the binary centre-of-mass. It 
docs not appear to account for any observed emi~,ion belwe~n pha~~~ 0.0 to 0.-'. Yel, 
belw~~n phas~s 0.3 and LO, the rest of the cycle, although, again, not a good curve 'fit', it 
could account for some of the eml~~ lon. Sunllar to curve #5, lh~ motion 01' ~UT\-e #6 
could also account for the extended velocities observed 31 eclipse. 
Finally, between phases 0.5 and 0.6 the velocity distribution appears to diVide mto two 
s~rilrate Slream~. This could be as a r~,ull 01' mOre than On~ compon~nt contributing to 
the emission. Should thi, be the case. the motion of curve #6 could aC~Ollnt lilr th~ 
emission observed in the second or OllieI' path betv.cen phases 0.5 and 0.7. 
SAAO ccto 








Figure 17g Figure 17h 
Leji - Orbilul Rudiul V"'ucil), Cun'es fur Ihe Mulion of/II., /110,1 Likel]' Emissiu/l regio/l 
gi .... n in Ihe O'DvtlOg/lUe .'1 ul, (lOW) pupa (see Arrow 3). 
Highl - A Similar Cun',. fifted 0''''' Ihe 1005 dara. Arrows 1 and 1 npns<'lll rhe 
//lotion of/he WD und RD. re.'peeli,.",)', 
Th~ lill~d ~UT\-~ in Figure 17g r~rr~~ enl;; th~ orbital motion lurthe region (0.75, -0. 75) 111 










radial velocity curve over the trailed spectra from the original data set, O'Donoghue et al. 
(2003) on the left, and the 2005 data on the right. 
The curve fitted to describe the orbital motion of the region (0.75,-0.75 in Figure 9) does 
not show the same emission characteristics along its path in the original data, Figure 17g, 
as in the more recent data, right in Figure 17h. 
The WD orbital curve at the top of Figure 9 traces the curious feature described in section 
3.3.4.1. It does not show the same fit as in the newer data of Figure 17 g which shows the 












Motion in the Frame of the Binary 
In the previous chapter, the various possible emission sites were modeled as regions 
stationary in the binary reference frame, with the emitting gas having no streaming 
motions. Streaming motions were assumed to be converted to an isotropic velocity 
distribution, thereby broadening the observed emission but not influencing the orbital 
radial velocity curve. In this chapter, we consider the case where this is not true and 
allow for the streaming velocity of the gas. 
5.1 Examining the Trajectory Stream Velocities 
We used an initial velocity for mass ejected from the LJ point of 0.03 using standard 




is the scale factor for velocity and P is the orbital period, (see Figure 1). 
This equates to an initial velocity for V of 12km/sec. The results for this model are 
shown in Appendix (A), which displays a list of coordinate positions and velocities with 
reference to the line-of-sight observer to the system, for a particle moving along a 
trajectory, as shown in Figure17a. 
In a high mass transfer stream the matter initially ejected through LJ does so at a variety 
of angular trajectories. It appears that the higher the rate of transfer, the higher the 
density of the material. Therefore matter or gas injected at oblique angles will, through 
collision, eventually be caught up in the stream (Warner and Peters 1972). 
5.1.1 The Ballistic Velocities of the Trajectory Stream 
In this section we have used the Mass-Transfer Model of Chapter 4 to determine the 
velocities of the trajectory stream at the various most probable impact regions 1-6, 
identified in Figure 16. These are tabulated in the reference frame of the binary and 










Region 1 2 3 4 5 6 
V R (kmlsec) 472 648 1167 1149 105 126 
Vx (kmlsec) 459 642 1125 -522 -99 -133 
Vy (kmlsec) -109 -85 312 1024 -36 3 
Table 5: Summary based on the Mass-Transfer Model quantified in Appendix A for the 
Expected Velocities, in the binary reference frame, of the Trajectory Stream at the 
Identified Impact Regions of Figure17. The trajectory stream returning from region #5 
and impacting at region #3 would potentially form a three-stream impact. The velocity 
components of this returning third stream would be, according to step 1370 in 
Appendix A, (1142,-276). 
5.1.2 Identifying the Impact Velocities of Converging Gas Streams 
With the ballistic velocities of the mass-transfer stream in hand, we can proceed to 
identify and estimate, for each region, the velocities of the two, or as in one case, three 
streams converging. 
The regions defined by arrows #1 and #2 assume the existence of a disc and that the 
mass-transfer stream would interact or even collide with the outer edge of this disc. This 
disc rotates around the WD and in the frame of the binary its velocity relative to the 
centre-of-mass would be determined from its radial distance from the WD. 
The velocities could then be calculated using basic principles e.g., Newton's 2nd Law and 
the Centripetal Force of Acceleration. 
Arrows #3 and #4 refer to regions where the mass-transfer stream intersects the 
circularization radius on its approach towards the WD and then again as it swings around 
and moves away from it. As before, the velocities of the matter rotating in Rcirc can be 
determined from fundamental principles. 
Regions indicated by the arrows #5 and #6 do not represent areas of impact collision with 
a second stream as do regions # 1 to #4. Yet, there is a likelihood of emission through 
impact collision as these represent turning points where matter would slow to low 
velocities and therefore be available for collision over a longer period of time compared 
to other regions, thereby increasing the likelihood for collision. 
The data in Table 6 lists the radial orbital velocities, again in the frame of the binary, for 










This, therefore, considers the velocities at the estimated location of impact, for matter in 
orbit defined by the three circles in Figure 16 and at the points labeled with arrows 1 to 4. 
Region of Impact 1 2 3 4 
VOrbital (kmlsec) 620 709 1028 1028 
Vx (kmlsec) 204 336 904 -904 
Vy (kmlsec) -585 -625 -488 488 
Table 6: Summary of the Radial Orbital Velocities for matter/gas in Keplerian orbit 
around the WD at various radii. The component velocities (Vx, Vy) are given for the 
specific locations of impact where the circulating matter/gas and the trajectory stream 
meet, in the binary reference frame. The coordinate origin is located at the centre-of-
mass of the binary system. 
5.1.2.1 Velocities of Emission from the Impact of a Gas Stream at 
Supersonic Velocities with the Outer Edge of a Disc. 
After leaving LJ, the gas particles fall towards the primary, which increases their original 
sonic velocities to highly supersonic. If the stream is dense enough, it expands 
transversely at the velocity of sound. In any case, pressure forces are soon negligible and 
the stream trajectory is well described by following the orbit of single particles ejected 
from LI (Warner and Peters (1972). 
If there is an established disc structure, the trajectory stream will impact its outer edge. 
Among other effects, two shocks may form, with the stream material passing through one 
and the disc material through the other. The two shock faces form a triangular shaped 
region with an opening angle ~M-1, where M is the Mach number of the converged 
downstream flow (Warner 1995 p. 39). 
HST observations confirm that the maximum emission is roughly midway between the 
stream and the disc flow (Home et al. 1994). From Doppler imaging ofU gem, Marsh et 
al. (1990) found that the bright spot emission is a mixture of disc and stream material, 
each of which has passed through a shock. The velocity of the bright spot emission lines 
is an average of the disc and the stream velocities. Thus the emission comes from the 
region between the two shock fronts. 
In addition, there is no reason to think that the mass transfer rate is constant. It would be 
conceivable that the ejection of matter or gas through the LJ point occurs in blobs rather 
that in a continuous stream. This could depend on the extent and magnitude of the 
magnetic field of the RD. This could impart an element of randomness or perhaps 










5.1.2.2 Impact Emission Velocities considering the StreamlDisk Impact 
Model 
In this subsection, we take velocities, in the frame of the binary, for the disk/stream 
impacting regions which have been identified as most probable locations and apply the 
results of Marsh et al. (1990) to calculate the velocities of the emission generated from 
these regions. These results have shown that the final emission velocity is the average of 
the stream and disk velocities. The values which are listed in Table 7 have been obtained 
by adding the individual velocity streams at point of impact vectorially using the values 
from Tables 5 and 6, then halving the resulting magnitude consistent with Marsh et al. 
(1990). 
Strictly speaking, the application of the results of Marsh et al. (1990) would apply only to 
regions 1 and 2 where we assume a disk structure. It would be more accurate to treat 
regions 3 and 4 as two streams impacting. As we do not have a model for this scenario 
we have treated regions 3 and 4 in the same manner as for regions I and 2. Finally, 
regions 5 and 6 are not considered to be regions where multiple streams converge so the 
values for these regions remain unchanged. 
Region 1 234 5 6 
Ve (kmfsec) 480 598 1019 1039 105 133 
Vx (kmfsec) 332 489 1015 -713 -99 -133 
Vy (kmfsec) -347 -345 -88 756 -36 3 
Table 7: Summary of the Expected Emission Velocities generated at the Identified 
Impact Regions as a result of impact of a matter/gas stream with a disc. Ve represents 
the resultant emission velocity for a given region and Vx and Vy are its components. 
In region #3 there is the possibility of three streams impacting, the initial trajectory 
stream from LJ, the matter stream rotating at Rcirc, and the trajectory stream returning 
from region #5 and moving towards the WD. 
The velocity of the component in the x-direction is similar in all three cases and so we 
would not expect significant departure from the values given in Table 7. Yet, the y-
component of the returning stream, at a velocity of -276km/sec could interact with either 
the trajectory stream from L], at a velocity of 312km/sec, or matter rotating in Rcirc, at a 
velocity of -489km/sec. This could generate two different emission velocity components 
of 18kmlsec and -212kmlsec, respectively. 
This would result in emission velocities greater than 1000km/sec in all three cases and no 











Motion in the Frame of the Observer 
In this chapter we change our perspective from the rest frame of the binary system at its 
centre-of-mass to that of a stationary observer on Earth. From this view point any 
emission from a fixed position in the frame of the binary will appear as a sinusoidal 
waveform, an S-wave as a result of the binary motion. 
We will account for not only the radial velocity curves generated from the orbital motion 
but also the emission velocities due to the streaming motions. The observed 
velocity, Vobserved, is therefore composed of these two components, the velocity due 
to the orbital motion of the binary, Vorbital, and the streaming velocity of the emitting 
gas, Vstream ing, relative to the binary centre-of-mass. 
- - -
Vobserved = Vorbital + Vstream ing (14) 
6.1 Expected versus Detected Motion in the Frame of the Observer 
In this section we show trailed spectral plots of the observed emission overlaid with S-
waves, generated from the information in Table 8. These account for the motion of the 
binary, Vo, as well as the motion of the predicted impact emission, Ve, due to the 
confluence of matter/gas streams in the regions #1 to #6, discussed. We then combine 
the two waveforms according to Equation 18 and plot the resultant. 
Figures 18a and 18b represent the motion for each independent velocity component, left, 
which combine according to Equation 18 to yield the expected emission motion, right. 
There does not appear to be any correlation between the observed emission and the 
expected motion of this emission in region # 1. In fact, there does not appear to be any 
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Figures Iii - F.xpeNed Velocity Cun'es for Regio"s 1-6 "o"sider;"g the Ri"al)' Orhital Mmi/m um/ 
Ihe Motio" of a,,]" Lmissio" dlle to Impactfrom a Ballistic Trajectory. {eft. alld on the righl is the 










Th~ int"'Pr~l;.ttion oj'motion Dr emission from regions ft5 and 1i6 needs a careful look as these are the 
only regions whose ex pe~ted emission vc l o~ilies are willnn lhe range oj' ohserv~d veloei ll~s. 
As lbese regIons repre\~nl peaks, Dr lurning points 0 f the path or the trajectory stream, there is a range of 
vclocities which must be conSlllered uround lhis upex. This vanation in veioclties Can amount 10 as 
much as 50krni,ec in region 115, and, as their direction is rapidly changing, the velocity of maximum 
displacement, 1(", would ulso be sblfled, thereby affecting lhe plm", 
, 
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Figure 19u 201!5 dala 
Figllres 19 - Represent/he lJinury Motion for a Nung(! of Exped(!d Emi.Hi"'l 
Vdocitie" emanuting from Regions #5 and #6, 
In the plots in Figure 19, we have considered the lange of velocities around Ihe peak or the lrajeclOTY 
path for regions #5 und i16. We clxiSe this range 10 coincide with the clk1nge in "clodt)' uround a limI ted 
region s\ll'rounding tbe peak where the onlinale value is Ul a coordinate maximum aml constant. In other 
words. we hold the y-axis constant at ils hlgbest value and look at th~ change in velocilY around this 
con,tant ,'alue, (sec Appendix A. step munbcrs 755 to 840 tOI tbe runge forr~glOn "'5). 
'['helT does not appear 10 be u mul~h helween the ohserved emi,,,ion and lhe cmission expeClcd from the 











Interpretation of the Data 
7. 1 Kesu ll s and Discussion 
In Ihi, chapter we look at all the data that has bc~n obtaill~d so far comp,ll-jng the 
obse"'ed infonn,lliol1 wilh c"ku lalions or predict ion;; Ii-om m"d~ling oj' lhe "yslem. 
7. 1.1 O\'e rl a~' ing the Binar~' Motions 
,N-G co.C 
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Fig'm' 2(1 - O,'erlay of the path,,- fi,r Orhi/Ill MOliml "lthl! mil.\! likely Impllcl Regiml.I' 
20(15 daTa 
Uy overbying the orbit,tl motioll offour or the eml>lioll regloJl\ we <:an ilC<:<l1m\ I"r much 
of the ob>ervcd ~ml;;sion bctw~cn ph,,,c> 0.25 and l.0. Although there is no satisf,lCtory 
fit 10 the oh,trv"d data, it doc, allo\\ for an explanation lor some or[h~ cmi'>sion, such as 
lhe extended "ll11~SlOJl in the blue at eclipse or phase 1.0, (sce s~Clion 4.3 p. 43). 
rJlCrc are, lhollgh, at teast two region;; which have not been accounted ror. rhc most 










few phases after eclipse. The second appears during the first quarter of the orbital cycle, 
phase 0.0 to 0.25, where the motion of the second apex regions #6 does not appear to 
match with any of the observed emission, and indeed looks like a sore thumb to the 
overall fit. 
Although the orbital motion of the emission regions appear to correspond generally to the 
observed emission, the plots in Figure 20 do not satisfactorily explain the observed 
motion of the emission. Aside from a generally poor detailed fit, there is no account taken 
of the streaming motions, which, when considered and plotted as in Figures 19, show 
little similarity to the observed emission velocities. 
7.1.2 Velocities 
The velocities expected from observation for a variety of the selected impact points are in 
the range of 500km/sec to over 1000km/sec, yet the range of the observed emission is 
less than 300km/sec. 
The observed motion of some of the emitting gas is consistent with the orbital motion of 
the most likely impact regions about the centre-of-mass, for instance region #3, but NOT 
consistent with any additional motion generated from streaming or ballistic velocities as 
predicted from modeling of the mass-transfer trajectory stream. 
The data does help to explain some of the observed emission, yet the curve 'fit' is not 
unique. Variations of Keplerian motion, unrelated to the likely emission regions # 1 to 6, 
could also account for much of the observed motion, (for example see Figures 21 a and 
22b). 
The absence of higher intensity emission at critical points, e.g. regions #3 to #6, when 
compared to other less likely emission regions of the trajectory path, indicate that the 
mass -transfer, if any, is either of low density, intennittent, obscured, or perhaps not 
emitting in H a . 
In this system, the lack of an observable 'bright spot' or double peaked Doppler spectra 
indicates that it is unlikely that there is a viscous disc. 
The disc-stream velocity impact model does not help to explain the observed velocities. 
If there is mass-transfer following a trajectory path and if there is emission from one or 
more of the most likely impact regions #1 to #6, then what causes the emission regions to 
have an observed Keplerian motion around the binary center-of-mass yet no evidence for 










7. 1.3 " Force Fitting" the Emission Fcatu rc 
In this subse~t]()n "e allempt to answcr th~ qu~stion "What locallon in the binary h,,~ an 
orbital vcloci ty cur- e consistent Wl th the ob-;erved emi s~l!m'!" 
Sf.NJ octo SM8 ""'" 
\love 00 , 
Figuri' lla Fifiure :2Jb 
Fi~ures lla and 1 fb - Possible Motion of/he 'Curious Emission Feature (2005 /{a/a) 
Curves showing two possihle ,;ccnarios of binary motion for thc cmission obscfveG 
uuring the ph",;e interv,,1 (0.0-0.25) and i'g"i n rcpeateu bet" een (1.0-1 ,25) are sho",n in 
Figurc21. 
It is difficult to ",;<:ribe il fixed spiltial po,ition in the binary li)r the ~urve,; in FIgure 21. 
For instanc~, much of thc motion in Figur~ 2la app..;ars in thc r~d. This translates into 
almost zero relative motion at phase O.2S and ovcr 20()kmiscc at phasc O.7S. It is 
uil"licullto lind" posltion in the binary "here the emission begin, m the red, shows nCar 
zero relati\e motion for much of the fir.st hi,lI' plii18e ;Hld then climbing enl1~';l(>n 
velocities again in thc red, in the second half of the phase cycle. (),S-l ,0. 
The motion m Figure lib, ,,!though lilting to the cUTlnUS eml';810n (""ture. uoesn't match 










mO\T; to the blue It might be genterated m lk region shown by the 'x' in !'ig 21 c. There 




f -igllre 2/e; Possible position for Ihe Fmis.,-;on Cune referred /0 in Figure 21h 
WitholLt an explanation as to how there might be crnis,ion from this region one Illll,l 
cOllsider the po"ibility thaI the em"Slon has ,orne streaming mOhan relative 10 the 
hinary. Thi> could place its ,p~tiallocation in any number of regwll' within the WORL. 
7.1.4 Rt'gularl~' Obseneli (ieaiurt's 
Companng the trailed 'pedra] plots ii-om dilTerenl "b,enal,on periods indicate that there 
c~n be a high degree of variability of cmis,ion ch~ractcri,tic" There ~re. though, a 
number oI'reglilar features apparent in th~ spectral plot<; including: 
L lhe curiou<; but strong \vORL emission feature in the orbital pha,e interval 
after edip,e, 0,0 to 0.25. 
2. The higoc<;t intensity emission of thc binary ,ystem occulTIng ~t orbital phase 
0.5 
3. Lower o\erall WORL ~mlSsion intensllie-s in th~ first half orthe orhital cycl~ 
... Reduction ofRD emis,ion during ph~,e, 0.38to 0.44 ~nd 0.02 to 0,08 
7. 1.4.1 The Emission Featurl' in the Int l'r\-al 0.0 to 0.25 
The ~uliou' emission feature III thi' phase Illterva1 presents ~ problem in understanding 
and de,cribing the origin ~nd n~tllre of the ob,ervoo emission ,0UlTCS, JI> ,ource is not 
obvious and do~s not appear to originate from any likely emission region<;, 
It is a region Dl'high relative intensity ~omparable to that orlhe RD although Ie" than the 










Looking al Ihe hln~ry p~ th or region O. Iher~ ~re ,ery low leve l> of oo»cncd Lmi,sion 
after ecl ipse and in Ih~ phaw int~rval 0.0 to 0.3, 'I hi, i, in l'on lr;N 10 the ph~,e i nlcrv~1 
0.3 to 1,0 or until th~ ncxt ~clip"~ wh~re the motion or I'~g i on 6 can account and i, 
con~i slcnt wi th "Jme of the emi"i"n. For thi , lnrli,,1 pha>e lnlenal there appear 10 be no 
~rlli"ion ~I [he", "doei lie, or perhap' Ihe eIHi~,ion i, Ihere hU I ob"clll'cd by ""'ie r01'l11 
of in lervenillg gas, 
YCl. if the l'C w~rc i lll~l'\"Cnrng ga., Ih~n the ~tni>"ion from tile "curiou, elni"ion fcatnrc" 
duri ng ph~,c inlcrv,,1 0.0 10 0.25 would a l,o Ix: somewhal oh,cur~d . 
Th~ eXiSl~neC of thi, aoomaly nce(h aplanalion 01' cI,~ tile Illodel fol' the emiss ioll of 
Ihis ,ysl~m could he missing a vi lal compoucill which could tum Ill<: Clll'l'CIll lack or 
I rn dcr~l~n din g r urlhcr On i IS head. 
7. 1.-1.2 The Emission Inlensily at Orhita ll'hasc O.S 
'I he mo\1 i ntcn~e emi"ioll occur, al orhit al pha,e 0.5. >ec Figu re 22. 'I hi, emb"ion is 
more in len,;., lh~n dunng ec lip'e ami ,ho\\\ up. in Hn, a' lhe , l rong~, l elJli"ion or lhe 
"yq~m, 




0 • , , ~,"c'l 0 • 
I' {gure 22 . IfIINralioll of rhe high imellsily t'mi.,sioll I"e;:ioll "I phase 0,5. 110111 p/(l/S 
ShOh' Ille higlie,I'1 ill/ellsit.\' region <'millill!! ahm'e 2.5 re!ali,-e 101il<, , '0111;111111'" al 1.0. 
Thc_,'C orc shown ill black 011 Ille It'll alld ",hilt' ill Ihe ",,/our pin/. (2()05 dO/a) 
Thi, higher rd~liw illl ~n,i ly al ph."e 0.5 nlO'( prob"bly ",,-.c, from the combinal ion of 















The WD 1, [(X) small in cornpati,onlo lhe RD to CaU,e much ob,truction 10 it, signal, bUI 
the WD Roche lobe hw; reglon8 of inlerv~ning ga8 and a8 Ih~ lobe i> larger Ihan Ilml of 
the RD one might expcct some ubs.orpt ion of the signuL 
In order to confiml the ub>orption of 81gl1al we look ut four 8pectra. Fi!,'Ure 23a >;how8 the 
cumulative and nonnalind spectrum at phase 0.5 II'hen both the RD and WD arc along 
Ih~ lille·ot~>lghl. Figure 23h 8how> Ih~ ~umula\i\'~ and normali>,:~d >;p<:~trum for ~dip8e 
or phase 1.0. Similarly, Figures 23c and 23d sholl' the same cumulative and normalized 
sp~clra for the \11'0 quadralure>;. or orhital pha,~s 0.25 and 0.75. re"p~dively. Th~8e 
show the expected double peaked profile showing the Doppler shifted emission from the 
Roche lobe, ol'ea~h ,tar 
Bused on the summmion of the two signal levels at ol'biwl phuses 0.25 and 0.75. we 
wOl1ld expeLl[O oh,crve intcn,ity lc~ds in exec,s of2.H at orbital phase 0.5. Yet at 
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l'iKllre 23a - Orbilul Phase 0.5 
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I'i!;"",s 13 - Sp,'crrll ""hieh If ig Mig hl ' h !' H,·/al;.· .. , nrt'mili('~ of rh l! n.'O Slar." f.dip$(', sho ... " iu nb, 
g; "f!' 1111 imlico fion of tile l{f) emiss/o l! InM/l ,-ify. 1/'" nm QualralureS, 2.1 r OIllJ }3r1. kil'" the " missioll 
itrl"u$if), fl." bull! Sta r.<. und .w!co"a ( 'rmjunrtion. 1.la. fl il''',' tile r"lal comhinrtl ('",usian lor rh e 1>1'0 
S,urs. (Th .. OrdinalI' npr,,~·('m., ' '' r jllllm .il), n"rmali~<'<l TO ,II I' cum i" II lIm /Jml ,,,,. A b.,'cis,1'a 
reJ!r~,\'rtlls 11,<, ,,·(/.,',d""glll runge.) 
Til" 0.2 d,ifcrctlL'C In UJlerhU~ bt1wtcn ~IIJlSc (phase 1.0) anJ .he $ec, ~id ,,,nJunchoo 
(phase 0.5) is low<"r than ('XpeL'~1. r he drop .n signal S1/t."Ilgth dUrll1£ 00111 qUlIUr;llures 
when L'OmpmC'd tu ed, ,,,,, I~ p"rhil/'S 3nothcr mdication of sl!''''a] ahsolf"ll ~\. nils is 
oons.slent w.lb absorption of ~i~ n:ll lj-nJn onl l'fVemng gas and fnnher sul'Pons I h;lllh.,.~ 
is abw.bl"1,1: 1,1:;]' 10 Ih~ wn Roche lobe. 
7.1.4.3 T he I.ower Ve luciti\'s (I f fhe fin! hnlf of the O r bi ta l Cycl l' :l nd 
f'hll ~ c Ilidepend ent E mi~~ ion 
J here is a dear reducti<JfI in Ih , (Ih~ ~r"e<.l WDRL emission velocities >n the fiN h.Jf of 
Ihe " rb' lal eyde ofhelwocn 5(J and 75km'sK """'pared 10 Ihose in the s~,111d half of lhe 
cyc le. 
J1 • ..rc IS anOTher apparent re;llu.t .n the Ir~ il cd ~!X'L'l raI plols whlcb only "",,"~ up al 
lower comrnsl!o. 
At the li p "I' Ihe arrow polllling 10 Ihe W D. in l igure 24. There appears un altllo)~t \ criKal 
strni ~ht line oflo" emis",m. h lom' ~:l clear oounrol)' to the emissk.n in the w~"nd hal f 
of Ihe orbltal cycle at about 6568 A. The firsl half of the Orh'I:lI cycJ ~ nls,' shows a 
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approaching blue ~mis,>i on has a maximum velocity or around 175'm .'cc and the receding 
red emission, a maximum velocity of 2251=,«. 
I have been unable (0 identify any location in (he indivH lual sp<'c!ril which lmght be 
responsible for this anomaly. 
The existence of emis,ion along a ,trmght line. in (hi, space, indicates that there I, either 
emission which is independent or orbital angle when ,·icwed by an observer. or perhaps 
this i, not an observed phenomewn ilnd it relates to noise or some otilcr reason re lated to 
equipment 
7.1.4.4 Rl'duction in th e H a Emissiun frum the Red D ..... a rf 
The H a gap in emission from the red d\\arf hetween phases O.JII to 0..4..\, Figure 25 
The di'>tance 01' the L, pomt or ~hromo'phere of the RO to the WO is about 550.000 
kilometers or ie,s than 1.5 times the distance between Earth and Moon, Yet. the RD is 
almost halrlhc size or our Sun (O'Oonoghur Cl al 2003). From the perspecti,'e 01' Ihe 
WD. the RD would almost occupy the whole ,kyo [[the emis,ion from the RD has no 
preferred direction or origin. it is unlikely that the WD, any trajectory stream, a large 
disc . or any planar ~trudure could ~ntirely block Ihis ~mi",ion. 










The evidence for the existence of such a structure is lacking, and if there were such 
obscuration, we would expect to observe a reduction in M dwarf emission from other 
orbital angles. 
There is a further possibility that there might be some accumulation of gas or an over-
dense region within the WD Roche lobe, and that this region is responsible for the 
reduction in the observed RD emission. Region #6 is in a position which is, during the 
phase interval 0.38-0.44, almost in between the observer and the RD along the line-of-
sight. If there were an accumulation of gas here it could account for this obscuration. 
Yet, there is little evidence for emission from this region and we still would expect such a 
substantial obscuration of the signal to be detectable from other orbital angles. In 
addition, this region would have to cover a large expanse of the Roche lobe. It would 
have to be much larger than the WD, in order to be able to significantly obscure the 
emission from the RD. 
There is also the matter of explaining a similar reduction observed in the RD emission in 
the early phases after eclipse. From this observation angle the RD is closer to the 
observer then the WD so there would be little chance of any physical interference. 
This lends to the notion that there might be gas diffusing throughout the entire WD' s 
Roche lobe, and that its extent is not limited to a planar topology. Yet, this diffuse but 
optically thick gas could not be evenly distributed around the Roche lobe as the 
obscuration is limited to orbital phases 0.38 to 0.44, (see Figure 25), as well as the early 
phases after eclipse, 0.02 to 0.08, and these do not show any symmetrical equivalent as 
one would expect, for instance, around phase 0.6. 
For completeness, it should be mentioned that the 2004 data does show some reduction in 
RD emission between phase 0.5 to 0.55, Figure 13b, (p.36), indicating that there might be 
two phase intervals for reduced RD emission of H a. The lack of similar phases of 
reduced emission in the 2005 data is perhaps an indication of the degree of variability in 











Uncertainties and Error 
In this chapter we look at the methods used for obtaining the data III an effort to 
understand its limitations, uncertainties, and error. 
8.1 Noise 
As the spectra are normalized, the noise would be scaled proportionally. For peak 
amplitudes of 2.8 at orbital phase 0.5 and the continuum defined as unity, the noise 
around the continuum amounts to peak-to-peak amplitude of around 0.2. Its magnitude is 
relatively flat around the emission frequency with some excursions outside of this range. 
8.2 Uncertainty in the Modeled Velocities 
The model trajectory shows a steep velocity gradient as matter/gas approaches the WD. 
This makes it difficult to allocate a velocity to a specific location. The velocity in a 
single time-step of the trajectory program can change by as much as 200km/sec. This 
especially applies to regions closer to the WD. For example at Rcirc the step change nears 
100km/sec. 
Yet this large uncertainty in the velocity is limited to the high velocity regime so the 
lower relative velocities away from the WD would be more accurate. 
8.3 Uncertainty in the Phase Binning of the Data 
Ideally we would have liked to have exposure times for each spectrum timed to coincide 
with the time it takes for the binary system to rotate by 1/50 of a revolution, so that one 
exposure or spectrum coincides with one phase bin. Unfortunately, this is an ideal and 
was not attainable in practice. 
8.3.1 Overlapping of the Phases Bins 
In order to collect enough light to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio, each exposure was 
chosen to last 500 sec, (8m20s). 
The 500 second exposure time per spectrum would receive light over an angle of 13.82 
degrees of the orbital cycle. Yet each orbital phase bin contains data from 7.2 degrees of 
orbital cycle. This means that each spectrum contains portions of two or even three 










For example, the eclipse lasts about 14 minutes and the procedure by which the software 
allocates a spectrum to a phase bin is based on the starting time of the exposure. 
If, on any given evening, data collection begins, by chance, just after the start of the 
eclipse then the first 500 second exposure would contain only the eclipse data. The 
second exposure though would contain six minutes of eclipse and two minutes out of 
eclipse and into the subsequent phase bin. 
Conversely, if data collection began at mid-eclipse the first phase bin would contain 7 
minutes of eclipse and 1 minute of data past eclipse, again in the next phase bin. So 
observations through eclipse could contain various amounts of either eclipse data, data 
intended for the next phase bin or even the data intended for the previous phase in the 
cycle. 
The process, therefore, takes data and then separates the spectrum into orbital phase bins. 
As each spectrum covers two phase bins, one orbital revolution of the system would 
result in only 25 bins being allocated. Therefore, only every second orbital phase would 
be binned. 
On another evening the spectra could again contain data for more than one orbital phase 
and the binning would proceed as before. This might, though, generate a different set of 
orbital phase bins than the previous night, say even phases versus odd phases. Then, 
when combined on the trailed spectral plot the odd set of phase bins would be from one 
evening and the even set of phase bins could be data from a subsequent evening. 
This is clearly not ideal as it would reduce the 50 bin division of the orbital cycle to, 
effectively, only 25 bins for each revolution within the observation period, and we would 
have blurring or overlap of each phase bin to the extent of almost one full phase. 
8.3.2 Allocation of the Phase Bins 
Closer inspection of the software used to divide the spectra into orbital phase bins, shows 
that the bin selection also contributes a mentionable amount of error by the process 
through which it selects a bin for a given spectrum. 
The HJD is read off each spectrum header and allocated to a bin. To do this the program 
uses the HJD of the mid-eclipse ephemeris divided by the orbital period and then 
subtracts the result from the HJD from each spectrum. This establishes the bin number to 
the nearest tenth decimal place. To establish the final bin number, the remainder is 
rounded up or down to the nearest integer. 
This is a problem in that it means that the allocation of each spectrum to a bin can be as 
much as half a bin out of phase with another spectrum allocated to the same bin. 
The total possible error here is essentially one full bin or an overlap covering 7.20 of the 










a series of two different spectra which have been allocated to the same bin, and then lists 
the amount of displacement from a perfect overlap of the two spectra. This then 
establishes the overlap error due to the bin selection. 
Spectrum# Orbital Phase Bin Final Bin Overlap Degrees 
Angle (Calculated) Allocation Error Overlap 
1 0.37785 18.89 20 0.3% +0.35 
62 0.37687 18.84 20 
2 0.41785 20.89 22 0.2% +0.32 
63 0.41695 20.85 22 
3 0.45793 22.89 24 0.2% +0.37 
64 0.45691 22.85 24 
7 0.63951 31.98 33 0.9% -2.03 
26 0.64515 32.26 33 
36 0.58423 29.21 30 0.9% -1.94 
67 0.58962 29.48 30 
51 0.15493 7.75 9 6.2% -3.73 
78 0.16530 8.26 9 
52 0.19493 9.75 11 5.0% -3.73 
79 0.20530 10.26 11 
Table 9 - QuantifYing the Orbital Phase Overlap Error: The fifth column shows the 
result of the ratio of orbit angles from spectra with the same calculated bin number, in 
percent then converted to degrees for the final column. 
8.4 Crossing Time Scales 
The purpose of this section is to compare the mass-transfer crossing time to the 
observation exposure time to understand how this might affect the quality of the collected 
data. 
The distance of separation between the two stars is of the order of 106 or 1,000,000km. 
The LJ point lies approximately 550,000km from the WD, and it takes on the order of 










The radial extent of matter circulating at Rcirc is unknown. We would expect that mass 
transfer would accumulate at or near this radius. If we assume no collisions, and we take 
the velocity initially crossing Rcirc on the order of 300krnlsec in y and 11 OOkrnlsec in the 
x direction, (see Appendix A). 
As matter emerges from the far side of the WD, it crosses Rcirc a second time. Yet, now 
its y-velocity is over 1000krnlsec and 500krnlsec for the x-velocity. 
To cross between the entry and exit points of Rcirc has a distance on the order of the twice 
Rcirc: 2.0 X 108m or 200000krn. With such high velocities the crossing time would be 
under 200sec. 
Finally, if one considers that the matter in transfer takes about 200sec to enter and leave 
the vicinity of the WD and with the exposure times lasting 500 seconds, at most we 
would be able to obtain two phases, each covering a partial segment of the trajectory. 
This is most limiting in that most of the collisions and hence the emission that is expected 
to occur near the WD and out to Rcirc could all be contained within one exposure period. 
As we are limited to 92 spectra, we have an average of 2 spectra per phase bin. If the 
trajectory stream were not constant but rather in 'blobs', different exposures of this 
region might not contain emission which might further help to explain why there isn't 
observable emission in expected regions. 
8.S Summary of the Procedural Uncertainties 
1. Each orbital phase bin contains data not only for next phase but also from either 
the subsequent and/or previous orbital phase. 
2. The allocation of orbital phase bins for an evening of observation would place 
spectra in at least every second orbital phase bin. 
3. There is a measurable time gap after every third exposure to take arc 
measurements, introducing additional phase bin allocation 'gaps'. 
4. There is variation by the process in which the software assigns a given spectrum 
to a specific orbital phase bin. 
5. The observation time did not produce enough spectra to establish statistical 
significance. Each bin is the cumulative and normalized sum of no more than four 
spectra with some bins having only a single spectrum and with an average of two 
spectra per orbital phase bin. 
It is my judgment that the procedural uncertainties listed above reduce ones ability to 
interpret the orbital phase plots with confidence. With only an effective 25 orbital phase 
bins and a blurring of every phase bin through overlap of the phases, we have sacrificed 












There is no observable high velocity H a emission. 
Based on the data generated from the model trajectory in Chapter 4, we would expect to 
measure velocities in excess of 300km/sec from a number of the impact regions. The 
results have been plotted in Figures 19. 
The data shows that there is no observable velocity emission above 300km/sec. 
In order to be consistent with the high velocities expected from the intense gravitational 
field of the compact star it would be necessary to have velocities well above those which 
have been observed. The only emission velocities observed were similar to that expected 
due to the binary motion of the system. 
The question remains as to why there are no observed high velocity emissions. Without 
observing these emissions, we cannot provide further support for a mass-transfer 
trajectory stream. Yet, if there are high velocity impact emissions then they might be 
obscured from observation, or perhaps the nature of the impact collision does not 
generate observable emission in H a. This is plausible in that the gas densities might be 
low enough to be significantly ionized. Further investigation in this direction might yield 
some light. 
Is there a disc? 
Any emission during the two crossing of Rcirc could be produced as a result of the 
tendency of matter to settle by collisions into a Keplerian orbit. 
For any mass-transfer, it is reasonable to consider that any matter generated from Ll and 
ending up circulating in Rcirc would accumulate over time. Without sufficient density for 
interaction, the ring of matter/gas would have no way to spread out radially or accrete 
onto the WD, except through random events. Whether intermittent or continuous, this 
accumulation would then at some timescale reach a density sufficient for viscous 
interaction and the formation of a viscous disc would follow from the radial spreading of 
matter both away from as well as towards the surface of the WD. 
This would then generate the basis for impact emission as well as accretion onto the 
surface of the WD. 
Currently, there is no viscous disc on the basis that there is no 'bright spot' or any 










is no clearly observed and regular emission from the WD surface, the sign of accretion. 
There is the possibility that some of the mass-transfer could impact along the edge of a 
diffuse outline of a ring or disc near Rcirc , pass through this disc, cross over the disc, or to 
continue on its initial trajectory. 
Is there evidence for the existence of a mass-transfer stream? 
There is no distinctly observable impact point along the trajectory path that clearly 
defines a specific region of impact emission. There is no observable emission at the 
velocities expected from the combination of orbital as well as ballistic motions of a mass-
transfer trajectory stream. 
There are, though, regular emission features, so there must be regular collisions of gas or 
matter in regions which are constant in the frame of the binary. 
Optical thickness of the intervening gas might explain how, from some angles, there 
could be indication of regular structure to the emission characteristics yet no confirmation 
for other orbital angles. 
The fitted curves for the binary motion are consistent with much of the emission, yet, 
they are not unique and there are emission velocities which do not 'fit' with these curves. 
The failure to account for the curious but intense emission feature shown in Figure 26 is 
still an issue and no explanation has been found for its appearance. 
We can neither confirm nor deny the existence of a mass-transfer stream. All we can say 
is that we have not observed conclusive evidence of its existence. 
Has there ever been a disc? 
What is the evolutionary history of this system? The RD is not an evolved star as it lies 
on the lower main sequence. The WD has a high rotational velocity which might come, 
to some extent, from surface accretion. For non-magnetic systems, accretion would arise 
from the loss of angular momentum from matter or gas in a viscous disc. As the 
existence of a disc requires mass transfer for its formation, is this evidence that there 
might have been mass transfer and a disc in the past? 
If this is so, why then did the mass-transfer cease? Did it reduce slowly on an 
evolutionary timescale or did it stop through some more dramatic incident? 
The surface temperature (Teff) of the WD is typical of systems below the period gap, yet 
we find this system just above this gap. 
Perhaps the RD magnetic braking mechanism changed due to some internal adjustment 
within the star, causing the cessation of mass-transfer. Alternatively, perhaps what we 










the secondary, increasing the distance of separation of the stars and propelling the system 
up through the period gap to its current position .... a hibernating cataclysmic variable 
binary star system. 
The system has continued to evolve and might have already adjusted to its change of 
circumstances as magnetic braking or gravitational radiation might have brought it to the 
brink of revival. Perhaps what we are witnessing are signs of the initial stirrings of mass-
transfer. 
Alternatively, there is a finite possibility that this system is coming into contact for the 
first time and that what we are observing are the first signs of mass-transfer. 
Whichever the case, the remnants of a disc could still be there 
Variation is intrinsic in this binary system. 
Figure 14 shows that there has been a significant change in the WDRL emission over a 
period of one year. It is unclear, though, whether this clear lack of signal is due to a 
change in any flow of mass-transfer or a shift in the optical thickness over the region. 
The drop in signal is evident from other orbital phases. 
We know that there are some persistent features and some variable features of the WDRL 
H a emission. There is also the possibility that the WDRL H a emission does not corne 
from Roche lobe overflow through Ll in the traditional way. Instead the gas might have 
transferred from the RD in a wind, or in flare-related jets, arising from chromo spheric 
activity n the RD. 
Can the WDRL emission be due to chromospheric emission from the WD? 
The cool magnetic white dwarf GD356 (Teff= 8 x 103 K; magnetic field strength B= 1.5 
x 106 G) is the only apparently single magnetic white dwarf known with emission lines. 
It shows resolved triplets of H a and H f3 as emission lines (Greenstein & McCarthy 
1985). A non magnetic white dwarf would simply have Balmer emission which is not 
Zeeman split. There is no evidence for an interacting companion star: the data can be 
explained as emission from a thin layer of high-density ionized gas (i.e., a 
chromosphere). This possibility would need further investigation which is beyond the 
scope of this paper. 
Concluding Remarks 
1.0 Based on the accumulated information and analysis so far of EC13471-1258, one 
can envision a system in which matter/gas from the highly active RD is regularly and 
frequently crossing into the vicinity of the WD Roche lobe. With mass ejections, flaring 
activity, and a stellar wind with its underlying charged plasma permeating the local 










There would also be events whereby matter from the RD embarks on a trajectory, not 
restricted to the orbital plane and not generated from the LJ point, into or through this 
WD Roche lobe. Some of the debris will become trapped into the gravitational potential 
well of the WD and begin to orbit the star. 
Over time and as a result of random collisions the gas might settle into a regular 
Keplerian orbit, not necessarily Rcirc, or its orbit might even remain somewhat elliptical. 
As time progresses further and additional events take place, there might be some form of 
accumulation of matter/gas in a region other than those previously chosen on the basis of 
the existence of a mass-transfer. 
2.0 We further have to ask ourselves whether the assumption that the RD Roche lobe is 
filled to its capacity and whether its extent, assumed to be comparable to the radius of the 
star, is a valid assumption. 
The results of this paper cannot provide additional support for the existence of mass-
transfer and without this, the assumption that "its cup runneth over ... just", O'Donoghue 
et al. (2003) cannot be further validated. This is quite crucial as it provides support for 
one of the constraints by which the mass-radius relation and inclination angle is 
determined for this system. 
Future Work: Improving the Observations and the Analysis 
The data and analysis so far are insufficient to further clarify this binary picture and 
better data collection and analysis techniques are required. A higher signal-to-noise ratio 
would assist and more accurate binning with minimal signal overlap is necessary to 
further unravel the mystery of the H a emISSIOn sources. 
Producing a Tomogram 
A tomogram is an indirect imaging method based on atomic line emission. Tomography 
refers to the process of constructing a spatial distribution of physical quantity given 
measurements that are essentially line-integrals or projections through the distribution. 
The line profile retains an imprint of the distribution of emission. The formation of the 
line profile is a form of projection, with the 2-dimensional emission distribution giving a 
I-dimentional profile as a function of radial velocity (component of velocity along line-
of-sight) (Marsh and Home 1988). 
Relative to the binary, the lines of projection rotate, and so by observing multiple orbital 
phases, we obtain the equivalent of the multiple projection angles used in medical 
tomography. 
The tomogram uses images from different phase angles to reconstruct the spatial 
distribution and position of an object. One generally requires at least 20 angles to build 










In our case, the data contained in different bins is not only smeared by the overlap, as 
described previously, but there is also variability from intervening gas. In addition, a 
recommended signal to noise ratio of about 50 is advised (Marsh and Home 1988) when 
we were only able to obtain a sin ratio of 25. With all this in mind, attempting to 
reconstruct the spatial positions of the emission using this technique would still probably 
be useful and may provide additional information. I am rather skeptical though due to the 
variability of the optical thickness which would distort the emission information gathered 
along the orbital motions. 
Improving the Observations 
The most obvious way to improve the observations is to use SALT l for about 4 hours per 
night for three or four nights... With the collecting power of its 10 meter dish, the 
exposure time would be reduced by at least an order of magnitude, substantially 
increasing temporal resolution, and the signal-to-noise would be increased to well in 
excess of 50. 
With such short exposure times all the problems associated with the misalignment of 
phases and the high velocity gradients would be greatly reduced. A less than 50 second 
exposure time would allow for some 200 spectra per four hour session. The alignment of 
the phases could be carefully monitored during the session and the number of bins 
allocated could be doubled to improve the resolution as well as to reduce the round-off 
error in the bin allocations. 
This would go a long way to fully understanding the locations of these emission sources. 
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Model Calculation of the Velocities in a Trajectory Stream 
Value of q = 0.5513: Value of i = 75.50: Value of phi = 0.03 
See Figure 16 page 43 for a diagram of the trajectory. 
Velocities are in km/sec. 
M refers to the step number. 
X,Y refer to the coordinate positions where the origin is at the 
centre of the RD secondary. 
VX,VY refer to the components of the trajectory velocity, VR, in 
the binary frame of reference. 
Rl,R2 are the distances of the particle to the two stars, 
respectively. 
THETA is the angle subtending the line ]Olnlng the WD centre to 
the position of the particle and the line joining the two stars. 
VR is the radial velocity in the frame of the observer. 
VXTOT,VYTOT refer to the components of the trajectory velocity in 
the frame of the observer. 
X Y VX VY Rl R2 THETA VR VXTOT VYTOT 
------------------------------------------------------------------
0 0.44 0.00 12.1 0.0 0.56 0.44 
5 0.44 0.00 12.3 -1.2 0.56 0.44 -179.99 12.36 12.3 -83.4 
10 0.44 0.00 12.9 -2.4 0.56 0.44 -179.97 13.13 13.0 -84.0 
15 0.44 0.00 13.9 -3.7 0.56 0.44 -179.93 14.40 14.2 -84.6 
20 0.45 0.00 15.4 -5.0 0.55 0.45 -179.87 16.19 15.9 -85.2 
25 0.45 0.00 17.4 -6.5 0.55 0.45 -179.80 18.52 18.1 -85.8 
30 0.45 0.00 19.9 -8.0 0.55 0.45 -179.70 21.44 21.0 -86.4 
35 0.45 0.00 23.1 -9.7 0.55 0.45 -179.59 25.05 24.7 -87.0 
40 0.46-0.01 27.1 -11.6 0.54 0.46 -179.45 29.45 29.2 -87.7 
45 0.46-0.01 32.0 -13.7 0.54 0.46 -179.28 34.80 34.7 -88.3 
50 0.46-0.01 38.0 -16.1 0.54 0.46 -179.08 41. 28 41. 5 -89.0 
55 0.47-0.01 45.3 -19.0 0.53 0.47 -178.83 49.11 49.7 -89.8 
60 0.48-0.01 54.2 -22.3 0.53 0.48 -178.54 58.58 59.6 -90.6 
65 0.48-0.02 64.9 -26.2 0.52 0.48 -178.19 70.01 71. 5 -91. 6 
70 0.49-0.02 77.9 -30.8 0.51 0.49 -177.76 83.81 86.0 -92.6 










M x y VX VY Rl R2 THETA 
80 0.51-0.03 112.8 -42.8 0.49 0.52 -176.58 
85 0.53-0.03 136.1 -50.5 0.47 0.53 -175.77 
90 0.55-0.04 164.5 -59.5 0.45 0.55 -174.74 
95 0.57-0.05 199.6 -69.9 0.43 0.57 -173.41 
100 0.60-0.06 243.5 -81.6 0.41 0.60 -171.65 
105 0.61-0.06 267.5 -87.2 0.39 0.62 -170.64 
110 0.62-0.06 273.1 -88.5 0.39 0.62 -170.40 
115 0.62-0.07 278.8 -89.7 0.39 0.62 -170.15 
120 0.62-0.07 284.7 -90.9 0.38 0.63 -169.90 
125 0.63-0.07 290.8 -92.2 0.38 0.63 -169.64 
130 0.63-0.07 297.0 -93.4 0.38 0.63 -169.36 
135 0.63-0.07 303.4 -94.6 0.37 0.64 -169.08 
140 0.64-0.07 309.9 -95.8 0.37 0.64 -168.79 
145 0.64-0.07 316.7 -97.0 0.37 0.65 -168.49 
150 0.65-0.07 323.7 -98.1 0.36 0.65 -168.17 
155 0.65-0.08 330.8 -99.3 0.36 0.65 -167.85 
160 0.65-0.08 338.2-100.4 0.35 0.66 -167.51 
165 0.66-0.08 345.8-101.5 0.35 0.66 -167.16 
170 0.66-0.08 353.6-102.6 0.35 0.67 -166.80 
175 0.67-0.08 361.7-103.6 0.34 0.67 -166.42 
180 0.67-0.08 370.0-104.5 0.34 0.68 -166.03 
185 0.68-0.08 378.6-105.4 0.33 0.68 -165.62 
190 0.68-0.08 387.5-106.3 0.33 0.69 -165.19 
195 0.69-0.09 396.7-107.0 0.33 0.69 -164.75 
200 0.69-0.09 406.3-107.7 0.32 0.70 -164.28 
205 0.70-0.09 416.1-108.3 0.32 0.70 -163.80 
210 0.70-0.09 426.3-108.8 0.31 0.71 -163.29 
215 0.71-0.09 436.9-109.2 0.31 0.71 -162.77 
220 0.71-0.09 447.9-109.4 0.30 0.72 -162.21 
225 0.72-0.09 459.3-109.4 0.30 0.72 -161.63 
230 0.72-0.10 471.2-109.3 0.29 0.73 -161.02 
235 0.73-0.10 483.5-109.0 0.29 0.74 -160.38 
240 0.74-0.10 496.4-108.5 0.28 0.74 -159.71 
245 0.74-0.10 509.8-107.6 0.28 0.75 -159.00 
250 0.75-0.10 523.8-106.5 0.27 0.75 -158.25 
255 0.75-0.10 538.5-105.1 0.27 0.76 -157.46 
260 0.76-0.10 553.8-103.2 0.26 0.77 -156.63 
265 0.77-0.10 569.8-101.0 0.25 0.78 -155.74 
270 0.78-0.11 586.7 -98.2 0.25 0.78 -154.80 
275 0.78-0.11 604.4 -94.8 0.24 0.79 -153.80 
280 0.79-0.11 623.0 -90.7 0.24 0.80 -152.73 
285 0.80-0.11 642.6 -85.8 0.23 0.81 -151.58 
290 0.81-0.11 663.3 -80.1 0.22 0.81 -150.36 
295 0.82-0.11 685.1 -73.2 0.22 0.82 -149.04 
300 0.82-0.11 708.3 -65.2 0.21 0.83 -147.62 
305 0.83-0.11 732.8 -55.6 0.20 0.84 -146.08 
310 0.84-0.11 758.9 -44.3 0.19 0.85 -144.40 
315 0.85-0.11 786.7 -30.9 0.19 0.86 -142.58 
320 0.86-0.11 816.2 -14.9 0.18 0.87 -140.58 
325 0.87-0.11 847.7 
330 0.88-0.11 881.3 
335 0.89-0.11 917.1 
340 0.91-0.11 955.2 
4.0 0.17 0.88 
26.7 0.16 0.89 
53.9 0.16 0.90 
86.9 0.15 0.91 






VR VXTOT VYTOT 
120.67 124.5 -95.2 
145.15 150.1 -96.7 
174.95 181.3 -98.2 
211.50 219.6 -99.6 
256.78 267.2 -100.2 
281.34 293.2 -99.9 
287.04 299.2 -99.8 
292.89 305.4 -99.7 
298.88 311.7 -99.5 
305.02 318.3 -99.3 
311.32 324.9 -99.0 
317.78 331.8 -98.8 
324.41 338.9 -98.4 
331.22 346.1 -98.0 
338.21 353.5 -97.6 
345.40 361.2 -97.1 
352.78 369.1 -96.6 
360.38 377.2 -95.9 
368.19 385.5 -95.3 
376.24 394.1 -94.5 
384.52 403.0 -93.6 
393.05 412.1 -92.6 
401.85 421.5 -91.6 
410.93 431.3 -90.4 
420.30 441.3 -89.1 
429.98 451.7 -87.6 
439.99 462.5 -86.0 
450.35 473.6 -84.2 
461.07 485.1 -82.2 
472.18 497.1 -80.0 
483.71 509.5 -77.5 
495.68 522.4 -74.8 
508.12 535.8 -71.8 
521.06 549.8 -68.5 
534.55 564.3 -64.8 
548.62 579.5 -60.7 
563.32 595.3 -56.1 
578.70 611.9 -51.0 
594.82 629.2 -45.3 
611.74 647.4 -39.0 
629.53 666.4 -31.8 
648.28 686.5 -23.8 
668.08 707.6 -14.8 
689.04 729.9 -4.6 
711.28 753.4 7.0 
734.95 778.2 20.2 
760.22 804.6 35.2 
787.28 832.5 52.5 




















M x y VX VY Rl R2 THETA VR VXTOT VYTOT 
350 0.93-0.111037.8 176.0 0.13 0.94 -122.67 1052.63 1081.9 291.0 
355 0.94-0.111081.4 236.6 0.12 0.95 -118.08 1107.02 1124.5 356.8 
360 0.96-0.101125.1 311.9 0.11 0.96 -112.71 1167.51 1166.7 437.7 
365 0.97-0.101166.1 406.2 0.10 0.98 -106.36 1234.84 1206.0 537.7 
370 0.99-0.091199.7 524.6 0.09 0.99 -98.76 1309.41 1237.3 662.0 
375 1.00-0.091217.3 672.4 0.09 1.00 
380 1.02-0.081204.6 853.3 0.08 1.02 
385 1.03-0.061140.41063.4 0.07 1.03 
390 1.04-0.051001.71282.8 0.07 1.04 
395 1.05-0.03 779.81470.6 0.06 1.06 
400 1.06-0.01 500.61581.0 0.06 1.06 
405 1.07 0.01 217.41596.4 0.07 1.07 
410 1.07 0.03 -24.11537.0 0.07 1.07 
415 1.07 0.04-207.31437.6 0.08 1.07 
420 1.06 0.06-337.11325.5 0.09 1.07 
425 1.06 0.08-425.51215.7 0.10 1.06 
430 1.05 0.09-484.31114.7 0.11 1.06 
435 1.05 0.10-522.31024.4 0.11 1.05 
440 1.04 0.12-545.9 944.6 0.12 1.05 
445 1.03 0.13-559.6 874.2 0.13 1.04 
450 1.03 0.14-566.3 812.1 0.14 1.04 
455 1.02 0.15-568.1 757.2 0.15 1.03 
460 1.01 0.16-566.3 708.3 0.16 1.02 
465 1.01 0.17-562.1 664.7 0.17 1.02 
470 1.00 0.17-556.1 625.5 0.17 1.01 
475 0.99 0.18-548.8 590.2 0.18 1.01 
480 0.98 0.19-540.6 558.1 0.19 1.00 
485 0.98 0.20-531.9 529.0 0.20 1.00 
490 0.97 0.20-522.6 502.3 0.20 0.99 
495 0.97 0.21-513.2 477.8 0.21 0.99 
500 0.96 0.21-503.5 455.3 0.22 0.98 
505 0.95 0.22-493.8 434.4 0.22 0.98 
510 0.95 0.22-484.1 415.1 0.23 0.97 
515 0.94 0.23-474.5 397.1 0.24 0.97 
520 0.93 0.23-464.9 380.3 0.24 0.96 
525 0.93 0.24-455.4 364.6 0.25 0.96 
530 0.92 0.24-446.0 349.8 0.26 0.95 
535 0.92 0.25-436.8 336.0 0.26 0.95 
540 0.91 0.25-427.7 322.9 0.27 0.95 
545 0.91 0.26-418.8 310.5 0.27 0.94 
550 0.90 0.26-410.0 298.8 0.28 0.94 
555 0.90 0.26-401.4 287.6 0.28 0.93 
560 0.89 0.27-392.9 277.0 0.29 0.93 
565 0.89 0.27-384.6 266.9 0.29 0.93 
570 0.88 0.27-376.5 257.3 0.30 0.92 
575 0.88 0.28-368.5 248.0 0.30 0.92 
580 0.87 0.28-360.7 239.1 0.31 0.92 
585 0.87 0.28-353.0 230.6 0.31 0.91 
590 0.86 0.28-345.5 222.4 0.32 0.91 
595 0.86 0.29-338.1 214.5 0.32 0.91 
600 0.86 0.29-330.9 206.9 0.32 0.90 
605 0.85 0.29-323.8 199.6 0.33 0.90 
610 0.85 0.30-316.8 192.4 0.33 0.90 
615 0.84 0.30-310.0 185.5 0.34 0.90 
-89.56 1390.72 1251.9 815.9 
-78.37 1476.19 1235.4 1002.8 
-64.82 1559.25 1166.4 1218.8 
-48.81 1627.52 1021.8 1443.6 
-30.89 1664.54 793.1 1635.9 
-12.37 1658.34 506.1 1749.5 
5.12 1611.09 214.9 1766.7 
20.47 1537.18 -34.4 1707.8 
33.34 1452.47 -225.1 1607.8 
43.93 1367.67 -361.7 1494.3 
52.65 1288.02 -456.5 1382.6 
59.87 1215.37 -521.1 1279.3 
65.91 1149.87 -564.4 1186.5 
71.04 1091.00 -593.0 1104.0 
75.44 1037.99 -611.2 1030.8 


































946.59 -627.8 908.2 
906.89 -629.7 856.5 
870.49 -628.9 810.0 
836.95 -626.2 768.0 
805.90 -621.9 729.9 
777.04 -616.6 695.1 
750.11 -610.5 663.3 
724.89 -603.9 634.0 
701.19 -596.9 606.9 
678.85 -589.6 581.8 
657.74 -582.1 558.5 
637.73 -574.5 536.7 
618.73 -566.9 516.3 
600.63 -559.3 497.2 
583.36 -551.6 479.2 
566.86 -544.0 462.2 
551.05 -536.5 446.1 
535.89 -529.1 430.8 
521.32 -521.7 416.3 
507.30 -514.5 402.5 
493.79 -507.3 389.4 
480.75 -500.3 376.8 
468.16 -493.3 364.7 
455.98 -486.5 353.2 
444.18 -479.8 342.1 
432.75 -473.2 331.4 
421.67 -466.7 321.1 
410.90 -460.3 311.1 
400.43 -454.0 301.5 
390.25 -447.8 292.3 
380.34 -441.8 283.2 
370.69 -435.8 274.5 










M x y VX VY R1 R2 
620 0.84 0.30-303.3 178.8 0.34 0.89 
625 0.84 0.30-296.8 172.3 0.34 0.89 
630 0.83 0.30-290.3 165.9 0.35 0.89 
635 0.83 0.31-284.0 159.8 0.35 0.88 
640 0.83 0.31-277.8 153.7 0.35 0.88 
645 0.82 0.31-271.7 147.8 0.36 0.88 
650 0.82 0.31-265.7 142.0 0.36 0.88 
655 0.82 0.31-259.9 136.4 0.36 0.87 
660 0.81 0.32-254.1 130.9 0.37 0.87 
665 0.81 0.32-248.5 125.4 0.37 0.87 
670 0.81 0.32-242.9 120.1 0.37 0.87 
675 0.80 0.32-237.4 114.8 0.38 0.87 
680 0.80 0.32-232.1 109.7 0.38 0.86 
685 0.80 0.32-226.8 104.6 0.38 0.86 
690 0.80 0.32-221.6 99.6 0.38 0.86 
695 0.79 0.32-216.5 94.6 0.39 0.86 
700 0.79 0.33-211.5 89.7 0.39 0.85 
M x y VX 
705 0.79 0.33-206.6 
710 0.78 0.33-201.8 
715 0.78 0.33-197.0 
720 0.78 0.33-192.3 
725 0.78 0.33-187.7 
730 0.78 0.33-183.2 
735 0.77 0.33-178.8 
740 0.77 0.33-174.4 
745 0.77 0.33-170.1 
750 0.77 0.33-165.8 
755 0.76 0.33-161.6 
760 0.76 0.34-157.5 
765 0.76 0.34-153.4 
770 0.76 0.34-149.5 
775 0.76 0.34-145.5 
780 0.76 0.34-141.6 
785 0.75 0.34-137.8 
790 0.75 0.34-134.1 
795 0.75 0.34-130.4 
800 0.75 0.34-126.7 
805 0.75 0.34-123.1 
VY R1 R2 
84.9 0.39 0.85 
80.1 0.39 0.85 
75.4 0.39 0.85 
70.7 0.40 0.85 
66.0 0.40 0.85 
61.4 0.40 0.84 
56.8 0.40 0.84 
52.3 0.40 0.84 
47.8 0.41 0.84 
43.3 0.41 0.84 
38.8 0.41 0.83 
34.3 0.41 0.83 
29.9 0.41 0.83 
25.5 0.41 0.83 
21.0 0.41 0.83 
16.6 0.42 0.83 
12.2 0.42 0.83 
7.9 0.42 0.82 
3.5 0.42 0.82 
-0.9 0.42 0.82 
-5.3 0.42 0.82 
810 0.75 0.34-119.5 -9.7 0.42 0.82 
815 0.74 0.34-116.0 -14.1 0.42 0.82 
820 0.74 0.34-112.6 -18.4 0.42 0.82 
825 0.74 0.34-109.2 -22.8 0.42 0.81 
830 0.74 0.34-105.8 -27.2 0.42 0.81 
835 0.74 0.34-102.5 -31.7 0.43 0.81 
~5 840 0.74 0.33 -99.2 -36.1 0.43 O.Sl 
845 0.74 0.33 -96.0 -40.5 0.43 0.81 
850 0.73 0.33 -92.8 -45.0 0.43 0.81 
855 0.73 0.33 -89.6 -49.4 0.43 0.81 




















































VR VXTOT VYTOT 
352.10 -424.1 257.8 
343.15 -418.5 249.8 
334.40 -412.9 242.0 
325.85 -407.4 234.3 
317.49 -401.9 226.9 
309.32 -396.6 219.6 
301.32 -391.4 212.5 
293.49 -386.2 205.5 
285.83 -381.1 198.7 
278.32 -376.1 192.0 
270.97 -371.1 185.5 
263.76 -366.3 179.0 
256.69 -361.5 172.7 
249.76 -356.7 166.4 
242.97 -352.1 160.3 
236.31 -347.5 154.2 
229.78 -342.9 148.3 





























































102.35 -224.0 -13.5 










865 0.73 0.33 -83.4 -58.4 0.43 0.80 
870 0.73 0.33 -80.4 -62.9 0.43 0.80 
875 0.73 0.33 -77.4 -67.4 0.43 0.80 
880 0.73 0.33 -74.4 -72.0 0.43 0.80 
885 0.73 0.33 -71.5 -76.5 0.43 0.80 
890 0.73 0.33 -68.6 -81.1 0.43 0.80 
895 0.73 0.33 -65.7 -85.7 0.43 0.80 
900 0.73 0.33 -62.8 -90.4 0.43 0.80 
905 0.72 0.32 -60.0 -95.0 0.43 0.79 
910 0.72 0.32 -57.2 -99.7 0.43 0.79 
915 0.72 0.32 -54.4-104.4 0.42 0.79 
920 0.72 0.32 -51.6-109.2 0.42 0.79 
925 0.72 0.32 -48.9-114.0 0.42 0.79 
930 0.72 0.32 -46.2-118.8 0.42 0.79 
935 0.72 0.32 -43.5-123.6 0.42 0.79 
940 0.72 0.31 -40.8-128.5 0.42 0.79 
945 0.72 0.31 -38.2-133.4 0.42 0.78 
950 0.72 0.31 -35.5-138.4 0.42 0.78 
955 0.72 0.31 -32.9-143.4 0.42 0.78 
960 0.72 0.31 -30.2-148.4 0.42 0.78 
965 0.72 0.31 -27.6-153.4 0.42 0.78 
970 0.72 0.30 -25.0-158.6 0.41 0.78 
975 0.72 0.30 -22.4-163.7 0.41 0.78 
980 0.72 0.30 -19.8-168.9 0.41 0.78 
985 0.72 0.30 -17.2-174.1 0.41 0.78 
990 0.72 0.30 -14.6-179.4 0.41 0.78 
995 0.72 0.29 -12.0-184.7 0.41 0.77 
1000 0.72 0.29 -9.4-190.1 0.41 0.77 
1005 0.72 0.29 -6.7-195.6 0.40 0.77 
1010 0.72 0.29 
1015 0.72 0.28 
1020 0.72 0.28 
1025 0.72 0.28 
1030 0.72 0.28 
1035 0.72 0.27 
1040 0.72 0.27 
1045 0.72 0.27 
1050 0.72 0.26 
1055 0.72 0.26 
1060 0.72 0.26 
1065 0.72 0.25 
1070 0.72 0.25 
1075 0.72 0.25 
1080 0.72 0.24 
1085 0.72 0.24 
1090 0.72 0.24 
1095 0.72 0.23 
11000.720.23 
1105 0.72 0.23 
11100.720.22 
1115 0.72 0.22 
1120 0.72 0.21 
1125 0.72 0.21 
1130 0.73 0.20 
1135 0.73 0.20 
1140 0.73 0.20 
1145 0.73 0.19 
-4.1-201.0 0.40 0.77 
-1.4-206.6 0.40 0.77 
1.2-212.2 0.40 0.77 
3.9-217.8 0.40 0.77 
6.6-223.5 0.40 0.77 
9.4-229.3 0.39 0.77 
12.2-235.1 0.39 0.77 
15.0-241.0 0.39 0.76 
17.8-247.0 0.39 0.76 
20.7-253.0 0.38 0.76 
23.6-259.1 0.38 0.76 
26.6-265.2 0.38 0.76 
29.6-271.4 0.38 0.76 
32.7-277.7 0.37 0.76 
35.9-284.1 0.37 0.76 
39.2-290.6 0.37 0.76 
42.5-297.1 0.37 0.76 
45.9-303.7 0.36 0.76 
49.4-310.4 0.36 0.76 
53.0-317.2 0.36 0.76 
56.7-324.0 0.36 0.76 
60.5-331.0 0.35 0.76 
64.4-338.0 0.35 0.75 
68.5-345.2 0.35 0.75 
72.7-352.4 0.34 0.75 
77.1-359.7 0.34 0.75 
81.7-367.2 0.34 0.75 


























































101.83 -217.3 -23.3 
102.06 -213.9 -28.2 
102.62 -210.6 -33.1 
103.51 -207.2 -38.0 
104.70 -203.9 -43.0 
106.20 -200.6 -47.9 
107.99 -197.3 -52.9 
110.05 -194.0 -57.8 
112.38 -190.7 -62.8 
114.95 -187.5 -67.8 
117.76 -184.2 -72.8 
120.79 -180.9 -77.8 
124.02 -177.6 -82.8 
127.45 -174.3 -87.9 
131.06 -171.0 -93.0 
134.83 -167.7 -98.0 
138.77 -164.4 -103.2 
142.85 -161.0 -108.3 
147.07 -157.7 -113.4 
151.43 -154.3 -118.6 
155.91 -151.0 -123.8 
160.51 -147.6 -129.1 
165.23 -144.1 -134.3 
170.05 -140.7 -139.6 
174.98 -137.2 -145.0 
180.01 -133.8 -150.3 
185.14 -130.2 -155.7 
190.36 -126.7 -161.2 
195.68 -123.1 -166.6 
201.09 -119.5 -172.2 
206.59 -115.8 -177.7 
212.18 -112.1 -183.3 
217.85 -108.3 -188.9 
223.62 -104.5 -194.6 
229.48 -100.6 -200.3 




















































M X Y VX VY R1 R2 THETA 
1150 0.73 0.19 91.3-382.4 0.33 0.75 145.37 
1155 0.73 0.18 96.5-390.1 0.32 0.75 145.95 
1160 0.73 0.18 101.8-397.9 0.32 0.75 146.55 
1165 0.73 0.17 107.4-405.9 0.32 0.75 147.17 
1170 0.73 0.17 113.3-414.0 0.31 0.75 147.82 
1175 0.74 0.16 119.4-422.1 0.31 0.75 148.49 
1180 0.74 0.16 125.9-430.4 0.31 0.75 149.18 
1185 0.74 0.15 132.7-438.8 0.30 0.75 149.91 
1190 0.74 0.15 139.8-447.3 0.30 0.76 150.66 
1195 0.74 0.14 147.3-455.9 0.29 0.76 151.45 
1200 0.74 0.13 155.2-464.6 0.29 0.76 152.27 
1205 0.75 0.13 163.6-473.4 0.28 0.76 153.12 
1210 0.75 0.12 172.4-482.4 0.28 0.76 154.01 
1215 0.75 0.12 181.8-491.4 0.27 0.76 154.94 
1220 0.75 0.11 191.7-500.5 0.27 0.76 155.91 
1225 0.76 0.10 202.2-509.6 0.27 0.76 156.93 
1230 0.76 0.10 213.4-518.8 0.26 0.76 158.00 
1235 0.76 0.09 225.3-528.1 0.26 0.77 159.12 
1240 0.76 0.08 238.0-537.4 0.25 0.77 160.30 
1245 0.77 0.08 251.5-546.7 0.25 0.77 161.54 
1250 0.77 0.07 266.0-556.0 0.24 0.77 162.84 
1255 0.77 0.06 281.4-565.2 0.24 0.78 164.21 
1260 0.78 0.06 298.0-574.3 0.23 0.78 165.66 
1265 0.78 0.05 315.7-583.2 0.22 0.78 167.20 
1270 0.78 0.04 334.7-591.9 0.22 0.79 168.82 
1275 0.79 0.04 355.2-600.3 0.21 0.79 170.54 
1280 0.79 0.03 377.2-608.3 0.21 0.79 172.37 
1285 0.80 0.02 400.8-615.7 0.20 0.80 174.32 
1290 0.80 0.01 426.3-622.5 0.20 0.80 176.40 
1295 0.81 0.00 453.9-628.4 0.19 0.81 178.63 
1300 0.81 0.00 483.6-633.2 0.19 0.81 -178.99 
1305 0.82-0.01 515.6-636.6 0.18 0.82 -176.44 
1310 0.83-0.02 550.2-638.4 0.17 0.83 -173.69 
1315 0.83-0.03 587.5-638.0 0.17 0.84 -170.73 
1320 0.84-0.03 627.7-635.1 0.16 0.84 -167.53 
1325 0.85-0.04 670.9-628.9 0.16 0.85 -164.07 
1330 0.86-0.05 717.2-618.8 0.15 0.86 -160.31 
1335 0.87-0.06 766.5-604.0 0.14 0.87 -156.23 
1340 0.88-0.07 818.7-583.4 0.14 0.88 -151.79 
VR VXTOT VYTOT 
393.10 16.1 -348.1 
401.84 23.1 -355.4 
410.76 30.5 -362.7 
419.87 38.1 -370.1 
429.18 46.0 -377.6 
438.70 54.2 -385.2 
448.44 62.8 -392.9 
458.42 71.8 -400.7 
468.64 81.1 -408.5 
479.12 90.9 -416.4 
489.87 101.1 -424.3 
500.91 111.8 -432.3 
512.25 123.0 -440.4 
523.91 134.8 -448.5 
535.92 147.2 -456.7 
548.28 160.3 -464.9 
561.02 174.1 -473.1 
574.18 188.6 -481.2 
587.76 203.9 -489.4 
601.80 220.2 -497.4 
616.33 237.4 -505.4 
631.38 255.6 -513.3 
646.99 275.0 -520.9 
663.18 295.6 -528.3 
680.01 317.6 -535.4 
697.51 341.0 -542.1 
715.73 366.0 -548.2 
734.71 392.8 -553.7 
754.50 421.4 -558.4 
775.16 452.0 -562.1 
796.72 484.9 -564.6 
819.25 520.1 -565.5 
842.77 557.9 -564.6 
867.33 598.4 -561.4 
892.94 641.8 -555.4 
919.61 688.2 -546.0 
947.29 737.6 -532.4 
975.91 789.9 -513.9 
1005.32 845.1 -489.4 
1345 0.89-0.07 873.3-556.0 0.13 0.89 
1350 0.90-0.08 929.7-520.5 0.13 0.90 
1355 0.91-0.09 986.6-475.8 0.12 0.92 
1360 0.92-0.091042.6-420.6 0.12 0.93 
1365 0.94-0.101095.6-354.3 0.11 0.94 
1370 0.95-0.101142.8-276.5 0.11 0.96 
1375 0.97-0.101181.3-188.0 0.11 0.97 
1380 0.98-0.101208.2 -90.4 0.11 0.99 
1385 1.00-0.101220.8 13.3 0.10 1.00 
1390 1.01-0.101217.8 119.5 0.10 1.02 
1395 1.03-0.101198.8 223.7 0.11 1.03 
1400 1.04-0.101165.2 322.1 0.11 1.05 
1405 1.05-0.091119.2 411.2 0.11 1.06 
1410 1.07-0.091064.1 489.0 0.11 1.07 
1415 1.08-0.081003.0 554.6 0.12 1.08 
-146.96 1035.29 902.5 -457.7 
-141.71 1065.46 961.6 -417.7 
-136.00 1095.35 1021.0 -368.2 
-129.82 1124.28 1079.3 -308.0 
-123.15 1151.42 1134.2 -236.3 
-116.01 1175.75 1182.9 -152.9 
-108.45 1196.16 1222.6 -58.6 
-100.53 1211.54 1250.2 45.0 
-92.35 1220.91 1263.1 154.8 
-84.05 1223.64 1259.7 267.1 
-75.76 1219.54 1239.9 377.4 
-67.62 1208.88 1204.9 481.6 
-59.77 1192.40 1157.1 576.5 
-52.29 1171.08 1099.7 659.7 










M X Y VX VY R1 R2 
1420 1.09-0.07 938.8 607.9 0.12 1.10 
1425 1.10-0.07 874.0 650.0 0.12 1.11 
1430 1.11-0.06 810.4 681.9 0.13 1.12 
1435 1.12-0.05 749.3 705.1 0.13 1.13 
1440 1.13-0.04 691.5 720.9 0.14 1.13 
1445 1.14-0.03 637.3 730.7 0.15 1.14 
1450 1.15-0.02 586.9 735.5 0.15 1.15 
1455 1.16-0.01 540.3 736.4 0.16 1.16 
1460 1.16 0.00 497.4 734.2 0.16 1.16 
1465 1.17 0.00 457.9 729.5 0.17 1.17 
1470 1.17 0.01 421.7 722.8 0.17 1.17 
1475 1.18 0.02 388.4 714.7 0.18 1.18 
1480 1.18 0.03 357.9 705.3 0.19 1.18 
1485 1.19 0.04 329.8 695.2 0.19 1.19 
1490 1.19 0.05 304.1 684.4 0.20 1.19 
1495 1.20 0.06 280.4 673.1 0.20 1.20 
1500 1.20 0.07 258.5 661.5 0.21 1.20 
1505 1.20 0.07 238.4 649.7 0.21 1.20 
1510 1.20 0.08 219.8 637.8 0.22 1.21 
1515 1.21 0.09 202.7 625.8 0.23 1.21 
1520 1.21 0.10 186.8 613.9 0.23 1.21 
1525 1.21 0.10 172.0 602.1 0.24 1.22 
1530 1.21 0.11 158.3 590.3 0.24 1.22 
1535 1.22 0.12 145.6 578.7 0.25 1.22 
1540 1.22 0.13 133.8 567.2 0.25 1.22 
1545 1.22 0.13 122.8 555.8 0.26 1.23 
1550 1.22 0.14 112.5 544.7 0.26 1.23 
1555 1.22 0.15 102.9 533.7 0.27 1.23 
15601.220.15 
15651.220.16 
1570 1.23 0.17 




1595 1.23 0.20 




1620 1.23 0.22 
1625 1.23 0.23 
1630 1.23 0.23 
1635 1.23 0.24 
16401.230.24 
16451.230.25 
93.9 522.9 0.27 1.23 
85.5 512.3 0.28 1.23 
77.7 501.8 0.28 1.24 
70.3 491.6 0.28 1.24 
63.3 481.6 0.29 1.24 
56.8 471.7 0.29 1.24 
50.6 462.0 0.30 1.24 
44.8 452.5 0.30 1.24 
39.3 443.2 0.31 1.25 
34.1 434.0 0.31 1.25 
29.2 425.0 0.31 1.25 
24.5 416.2 0.32 1.25 
20.1 407.5 0.32 1.25 
15.9 399.0 0.32 1.25 
11.9 390.6 0.33 1.25 
8.1 382.4 0.33 1.25 
4.4 374.3 0.33 1.26 
1.0 366.4 0.34 1.26 
1650 1.23 0.25 -2.4 358.6 0.34 1.26 
1655 1.23 0.25 -5.5 350.9 0.34 1.26 
1660 1.23 0.26 -8.6 343.3 0.35 1.26 
1665 1.23 0.26 -11.5 335.9 0.35 1.26 
1670 1.23 0.27 -14.3 328.6 0.35 1.26 
1675 1.23 0.27 -17.0 321.4 0.36 1.26 
1680 1.23 0.28 -19.6 314.3 0.36 1.26 
1685 1.23 0.28 -22.2 307.3 0.36 1.26 
THETA VR VXTOT VYTOT 
-38.68 1118.44 968.8 788.7 
-32.60 1089.19 900.9 835.3 
-26.99 1059.13 834.0 871.4 
-21.83 1028.88 769.4 898.4 
-17.09 998.91 708.0 917.9 
-12.73 969.54 650.2 931.0 
-8.73 940.99 596.1 938.9 
-5.04 913.40 545.9 942.6 
-1.64 886.83 499.3 943.0 
1.51 861.31 456.1 940.7 
4.42 836.84 416.3 936.2 
7.12 813.40 379.4 930.0 
9.63 790.95 345.3 922.6 
11.97 769.46 313.8 914.1 
14.16 748.87 284.6 904.9 
16.21 729.13 257.5 895.1 
18.13 710.21 232.3 884.8 
19.94 692.05 208.9 874.3 
21.64 674.61 187.1 863.5 
23.24 657.83 166.8 852.6 
24.76 641.69 147.8 841.7 
26.19 626.15 130.0 830.7 
27.55 611.16 113.3 819.8 
28.84 596.70 97.7 808.9 
30.07 582.73 83.0 798.1 
31.24 569.23 69.2 787.4 
32.35 556.17 56.2 776.9 

















































































358.60 -103.3 595.2 
350.95 -108.3 587.5 
343.46 -113.1 579.9 
336.11 -117.7 572.4 
328.90 -122.2 565.0 
321.83 -126.5 557.8 
314.89 -130.7 550.6 










M X Y VX VY R1 R2 
1690 1.23 0.28 -24.6 300.4 0.37 1.26 
1695 1.23 0.29 -27.0 293.6 0.37 1.26 
1700 1.23 0.29 -29.3 286.9 0.37 1.26 
1705 1.23 0.29 -31.5 280.3 0.37 1.26 
1710 1.23 0.30 -33.7 273.8 0.38 1.26 
1715 1.23 0.30 -35.8 267.3 0.38 1.26 
1720 1.23 0.30 -37.9 261.0 0.38 1.27 
1725 1.23 0.31 -39.9 254.7 0.38 1.27 
1730 1.23 0.31 -41.9 248.5 0.38 1.27 
1735 1.23 0.31 -43.8 242.4 0.39 1.27 
1740 1.23 0.32 -45.7 236.4 0.39 1.27 
1745 1.23 0.32 -47.6 230.4 0.39 1.27 
1750 1.22 0.32 -49.5 224.5 0.39 1.27 
1755 1.22 0.32 -51.3 218.6 0.39 1.27 
1760 1.22 0.33 -53.1 212.9 0.40 1.27 
1765 1.22 0.33 -54.9 207.1 0.40 1.27 
1770 1.22 0.33 -56.6 201.5 0.40 1.27 
1775 1.22 0.34 -58.4 195.9 0.40 1.27 
1780 1.22 0.34 -60.1 190.3 0.40 1.27 
1785 1.22 0.34 -61.9 184.8 0.40 1.27 
1790 1.22 0.34 -63.6 179.4 0.41 1.27 
1795 1.22 0.34 -65.3 174.0 0.41 1.27 
1800 1.22 0.35 -67.0 168.6 0.41 1.27 
1805 1.22 0.35 -68.7 163.3 0.41 1.27 
1810 1.22 0.35 -70.5 158.1 0.41 1.27 
1815 1.21 0.35 -72.2 152.9 0.41 1.27 
1820 1.21 0.35 -73.9 147.7 0.41 1.26 
1825 1.21 0.36 -75.6 142.5 0.42 1.26 
1830 1.21 0.36 -77.4 137.4 0.42 1.26 
1835 1.21 0.36 -79.1 132.4 0.42 1.26 
1840 1.21 0.36 -80.9 127.3 0.42 1.26 
1845 1.21 0.36 -82.6 122.3 0.42 1.26 
1850 1.21 0.36 -84.4 117.3 0.42 1.26 
1855 1.21 0.37 -86.2 112.4 0.42 1.26 
1860 1.21 0.37 -88.0 107.5 0.42 1.26 
1865 1.20 0.37 -89.8 102.6 0.42 1.26 
1870 1.20 0.37 -91.7 
1875 1.20 0.37 -93.5 
1880 1.20 0.37 -95.4 
1885 1.20 0.37 -97.3 
1890 1.20 0.37 -99.2 
1895 1.20 0.37-101.2 
1900 1.20 0.38-103.2 
1905 1.20 0.38-105.2 
1910 1.19 0.38-107.2 
1915 1.19 0.38-109.2 
1920 1.19 0.38-111.3 
1925 1.19 0.38-113.4 
1930 1.19 0.38-115.5 
1935 1.19 0.38-117.7 
1940 1.19 0.38-119.9 
1945 1.18 0.38-122.1 
1950 1.18 0.38-124.4 
97.7 0.42 1.26 
92.9 0.42 1.26 
88.0 0.42 1.26 
83.2 0.42 1.26 
78.4 0.42 1.26 
73.7 0.42 1.26 
68.9 0.42 1.25 
64.2 0.42 1.25 
59.4 0.42 1.25 
54.7 0.42 1.25 
50.0 0.42 1.25 
45.3 0.42 1.25 
40.6 0.42 1.25 
35.9 0.42 1.25 
31.2 0.42 1.25 
26.5 0.42 1.24 























































VR VXTOT VYTOT 
301.40 -138.7 536.5 
294.83 -142.6 529.5 
288.38 -146.3 522.7 
282.05 -150.0 515.9 
275.83 -153.5 509.2 
269.72 -157.0 502.6 
263.72 -160.4 496.1 
257.82 -163.7 489.6 
252.03 -167.0 483.2 
246.34 -170.1 476.9 
240.74 -173.2 470.7 
235.25 -176.3 464.4 
229.86 -179.3 458.3 
224.57 -182.2 452.2 
219.38 -185.1 446.2 
214.29 -187.9 440.2 
209.29 -190.7 434.2 
204.40 -193.4 428.3 
199.61 -196.2 422.5 
194.92 -198.8 416.7 
190.33 -201.5 410.9 
185.85 -204.1 405.2 
181.48 -206.6 399.5 
177.22 -209.2 393.9 
173.07 -211.7 388.3 
169.04 -214.2 382.7 
165.14 -216.7 377.2 
161.36 -219.1 371.7 
157.71 -221.6 366.2 
154.20 -224.0 360.7 
150.83 -226.4 355.3 
147.61 -228.8 349.8 
144.55 -231.2 344.5 
141.65 -233.5 339.1 
138.91 -235.9 333.7 












































M X Y VX VY R1 R2 THETA VR VXTOT VYTOT 
1955 1.18 0.38-126.7 17.2 0.42 1. 24 64.63 127.84 -280.4 233.3 
1960 1.18 0.38-129.0 12.5 0.42 1. 24 64.84 129.62 -282.8 228.0 
1965 1.18 0.38-131.4 7.8 0.42 1. 24 65.04 131.61 -285.3 222.6 
±:=6 ~97C :.18 .38-133.8 3.1 o . Ll: ~ ,.....,.. I' ..L.~':± 05.25 12,3.81 -227.7 ..,~,..,., .., L'.-L! • ~ 
1975 1.17 0.38-136.2 -1. 6 0.42 1. 23 65.46 13 6.23 -290.1 211. 9 
1980 1.17 0.38-138.7 -6.4 0.42 1. 23 65.67 13 8.84 -292.6 206.5 
1985 1.17 0.38-141.2 -11.1 0.42 1. 23 65.88 141.64 -295.1 201. 0 
1990 1.17 0.38-143.8 -15.8 0.42 1. 23 66.09 144.63 -297.5 195.6 
1995 1.17 0.38-146.4 -20.6 0.42 1. 23 66.30 147.79 -300.0 190.1 
mass ratio = 0.55128 
inclination angle = 75.50000 
white dwarf radius = 0.01100 
Roche limit = 0.56087 
rear of secondary = 1.35388 
Roche potential = 2.97314 
xmax of lobe = 1.35388 
ymax of lobe = 0.32129 
zmax of lobe = 0.30759 
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